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Safety suffers in halls as doors, windows remain open
By Jamie Baker
Awatut news adltor
"It's okay. She's going to open
the door for us," the young coed
yelled in the direction of three
passers by.
Her friend, who had obviously
been drinking, stepped ■> the direction of the Martin Hall stairwell
window that faces the Keith
Building and proceeded to open it.
"Can someone give me a hand?"
she asked.
One of the three stepped forward
to accommodate the young lady.
"It's reel easy to get in here at
night," she said.
"Just ask her about her boyfriend
coming over all the time," she said
pointing at her friend who had also
obviously been drinking
"Yeah, be just climbs up on that
railing and sneaks in the window

and down the hall to my room all the
time," she replied.
The above scene occurred during
an investigation,, by Tht Eastern
Progress into dormitory access.
This investigation was conducted
on two different evenings st different times as a result of concerns
over residence hall safety following
an alleged rape in Burnam Hall a
few weeks ago.
According to the Division of
Public Safety reports, the alleged
rape occurred after two melee illegally entered the residence hall.
The first investigation took place
Thursday, Oct. 16 at ft 30 p.m. and
the second one took place on Friday,
Oct. 16 at 1:16 a.m.
Both investigations resulted in
the discovery of several residence
hall doors and windows being found
open.

For example, Oct. 16 in Burnam
Hall three windows leacbng into the
basement ware unlocked and open
allowing anyone access inside.
Also, in Case Hall the sliding
glass doors in the courtyard area
were left open.

On Oct. 16, the side door of Burnam Hall mat facee Case Hall was
unlocked, and also the Case Hall
eliding glass doors in the courtyard
were once again found open.
Upon further investigation
vestigatioci the
the
aide door of McGregor
H«d\that
egor HjdFyhat

Safety measures considered
By Jamie Baker
A saWtaat news editor
As a result of the recent alleged rape that occurred in Burnam
Hall and several incidences of illegal residence hall entry, the
university is Slinking for more
security measures to protect hall
residents.
According
to Jeanette
Crockett, dean of Student Life, it
is good for the university and

students to stay in a state of
"Anything we could talk about
now wouldn't have prohibited
that (alleged) rape,'' she said.
"We can't keep back doors
closed if the students don't. This
is an educational institution, and
we all need to take responsibility
for safety," she said.
(See ADDITIONAL, Page A-7)

faces the bookstore and is located
near the Powell Buikbng was also
unlocked.
According to Jolynn Norfleet.
residence hail director of McGregor
Hall, there are four entrances into
the building and the residents have
a tendency to prop open the doors.
"I, or one of the senior staff
members, walk the floors after open
house hours, and the night hostess
walks them every hour and a half to
two hours," she said.
Norfleet also said ah* was aware
that the door in question had a
tendency not to lock and that
maintenance had been notified.
"The staff and I are trying to reemphasize that people need to
watch doors, and if they can't lock
them, then they need to let us know,
and we will do something about it,
she said.

As the investigation continued, it
was determtoed a door inO'Donnell
Hall facing the Mattox Lot nearest
to Mattox Hall was propped open
by a chair.
The aide door of Commonwealth
Hall facing the Begiey Building was
propped open by a rug.
Several incidents of illegal
residence hall acceee have been
reported to the university's Division
of Public Safety since the alleged
rape in Burnam Hall.
A few bourn after the alleged rape
on Oct. 2, a male was masted on
charges of cisorderly conduct, wan
ton ejMlangeiiiMiil and third degree
burglary because he illegally entered
McGregor Hall.
According to Norfleet the situation occurred aa a result of a fight
(See LATBNIGHT, Page A-7)

Library tax debated
at public hearing

Sealed with a kiss

By MikeMareee
Editor
Madison County residents gave
their 2 cents worth on the proposed
3.5 cents property tax that would
fund a public library at Tuesday's
public hearing.
Almost 400 people packed the
Poeey Auditorium in the Stratton
Building for the hearing in which
members of the Madison County
Fiscal Court heard from supporters
and opponents of the tax.
The Fiscal Court is considering
the tax after library supporters submitted petitions with almost 4.000
valid signatures of Madison County voters who would support the tax
as a meens of funding the library.
The petitions call for the formation of a public library taxing

district that would impose s tax of elementary schools.
Dr. Stuart Tobin, a local dentist
3.5 cents on each $100 of assessed
and chairman of the library board,
property in the county.
The court is expected to vote on spoke to the court on behalf of the
the tax at its Wednesday meeting. board about the support generated
Supporters of the tax say s public in the area for the library.
library is s worth the cost of the tax
He pointed out that the federal
because it would provide services government has donated the old
not offered at the county's school Federal Building on Main Street to
libraries.
the county for use as a library. The
deed states that the >»»l*iing l8 to
Leadus of the opposition say they
be used for "educational purposes."
are not opposed to the library, but
are opposed to the fact that the deciTobin also said the establishment
sion on the tax is not besag given to of a library board recognised by
the voters in s public referendum. Fiscal Court made it eligible for a
share of state funds awarded to
Madison County voters defeated public libraries.
a proposed library tax in a 1981
Tobin said the library gives counreferendum.
ty citizens the chance to help
The county is currently served on- educate themselves.
ly by libraries at the university,
Berea College and secondary and
(See COURT. Page A-7)

Senators investigate
handicapped access

Progress photo/Sheri Sparks

Tracy Pesavento, a freshman from Richmond, found that thoughts of love are not
necessarily reserved for spring, as she took advantage of a beautiful fall day in the
Ravine last weekend to spend time with her boyfriend, Aaron Francis.

Enrollment increases again
about the university's efforts. "I
think it's really announcement
For the past eight semesters, the about courses, rleeese and opporuniversity has shown an increase in tunities."
On Oct. 21. university Preaident
enrollment figures, according to adH.
Hanly Funderburk held a retreat
ministration officials.
Enrollment for this fall was at Maywoods to eee how the ad13,090. which ia an increase of 362 ministration can better market the
students over last fall's enrollment institution.
"It waa a good retreat. We had
of 12,787.
Part of the growth could be at- some good ideas that were shared
tributed to an increased effort to by various people during the course
of the day and I think the outcome
market the university.
"I think we have been doing more will be good for the university, "said
in tonne of getting before the Funderburk
According to Dr. Doug WhiUock,
various publics what it is we have
executive assistant to Funderburk,
hen at the university," said Vice
the purpose of this retreat waa to
Preaident of Academic Affairs. Dr.
look at the different marketing
John Rowiett. "And if e not Just a techniques the university needs to
tnatttr of the print media."
"I'm not sure that advertising is adopt.
"This is in response to the fact
the appropriate word," Rowiett said
that all of higher education is in a
By Keith Howard

By Donna Pace
News editor
Aa Student Senator Joe Miller
wheeled across campus followed by
news cameras and reporters Friday,
fellow student Ginger Lorenz, who
has been handicapped for two years,
pecked her bags, left her Combs
Hall room, withdrew from her
classes and returned to her Harlan
County home.
Lorenz left the university partly
because of problems with
negotiating her wheelchair to
classes.
"I know Joe and the rest of the
senators are just trying to help handicapped students, but I just can't
take this school anymore," Lorenz
According to Lorenz, paths are
too narrow to many buildings, the
University and Fitzpatrick
buildings are inaccessible, and the
yellow concrete bars along the edge
of the University Lot, make it impossible to cut through that lot.

period of which changing
demographics are realy causing
significant changes for instituLorenz said having to use a
tions," he said.
Whitlock said these changes in- wheelchair run strictly on hand
clude a decline in the numbers of power was her main problem.
"It got to the point I was so tired
(See ADMINISTRATION.
PageA-6) just getting back and forth from
classes that I couldn't concentrate
in classes," she said "I'm sure if I
had an automatic wheelchair, things
would be a lot easier."
Lorenz said she had applied to the
Activities
B-2-3
Am
B-4-5 state for an automated wheelchair,
but has not yet received one.
Campus lh**j
B-l
"Eastern is a very good universiCrowe's Fasts
A-3
ty, and I want everyone to know
Naws
A-4-7
that." she said. "I reefy don't want
Opinion
A-2-3 to leave, and I may regret it for the
Paopk* poft
A-3
rest of my Ife."
Potee beat
A-4
Lorenz, who is the mother of five
children, was living on the first floor
Sports
B-6-8
in Combs Hall.

Inside

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Joe Miller tests campus access in a wheelchair.
A cement ramp has been built dorm.
Lorenz said her room had adaptafrom behind the Keith Building to
the back door of Combs Hall so han- tions such as s lowered telephone,
dicapped students will hsve a more
(See SENATE. Page A-6)
accessible means of entering the
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Elevator woes
need attention
There is an annual race in New
York in which runners attempt
to reach the top of the Empire
State Building in the fastest
possible time.
It is a test of cardiovascular
endurance and leg strength, and
a fight against the forces of
gravity, very much like the
ongoing climb at Commonwealth Hall
It is Jiterally an uphill battle,
as residents of the university's
tallest residence hall negotiate
the heights without the aid of
their often ailing elevators.
It's a ridiculous little race,
brought about by elevators
that, according to Commonwealth residents, have frequently failed to work for at
least the last five years.
When these residents decided
they could take no more, they
marched on the president's
home at an hour not considered
acceptable for social calls.
And while the timing of the
visit certainly could be considered unreasonable, the visit
itself was warranted and

perhaps necessary to deliver the
point.
The point is that while the
university has invested considerable time and money in
many worthwhile campus improvements, elevators are a
necessity in a 20-story building,
and they should be given top
priority when they are not
operating.
And whle student abuse is a
IsMaasJ cause of damage to
residence ball elevators, most
students -particularly those living on higher floors - realize the
importance of the elevators and
the need to keep them running
Those who doubt this importance should take a stroll up the
stairwell to, say, the 14th floor.
We support the Commonwealth Hall residents who
have united in an attempt to
seek a solution to their elevator
problems.
The least the university can
do is listen to the problem. What
it should do, is take steps to see
that these elevators make it all
the way to the top.

Voters should
study issues
With visions of lotteries, little
red school houses and tax forms
dancing in our heads, voters will
don
their red siata, sweat
suits, or business suits and fly
to the polls Tuesday.
It seems fitting that the
weather has turned a bit nippy,
birthing thoughts of snowy
days, holidays and presents.
Deny it as we may, many of us
travel to our treasured election
polls, convinced that with the
dropping of a lever, money will
fall at our feet and educated
children will greet us as we open
the little blue curtain.
In fact, it is not uncommon for
the average American voter to
chose the candidate telling the
the best bedtime story.
We find a little old man so
lively and quick that we know in
a moment, all problems he'll
lick.
When the story is over and
real life begins, it's often hard
for us to understand why the
happy ending is not occurring.
This year we have several bedtime stories to chose from.
There are both Republican and

Democratic state and local
stories.
Among these tinsel -sparkling
fairy tales are very legitimate,
hard-nosed ideas, though.
A voter's responsibility comes
in deciphering the fact from the
fiction.
We must search beneath the
multi-colored presents for the
true answers.
It is a privilege to pull each
lever we pull, yet many of us
don't take the time to find out
who is behind the name on the
lever.
And once we discover who is
behind the many names we will
see Tuesday, we can be content
with our decisions.
Voting symbolizes much more
than Democrats, Republicans,
Independents or Communists.
It is much more than choosing
the pretty face or the fairy tale
ending.
For on Wednesday, Nov. 4, we
will have created our own ending
and wrapped our own present.
But unlike Christmas, the present will be ours for four years.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourage* IU madam to write a
letter to the editor on any topic
of interest to the university
cominiiaUy.
Lett*™ submitted for public*tion*houldb» typed and doable■paced. Thayahoukib* no longer
than 260 words.
Letters ohookt be ■ddmsid to
thenewapeper and must contain
the author's address sad
Utter* muat also include the
■uthor* signature. Carbon
copiae, photocopias and letter*
with iUegibk ■ignature* wfll not
be accepted
Unsigned Istters will not be
accepted.
The Proarass routinely conand spaTing will i
or corrected ia a latter.
The Progress asss its

judgment to <
is kbeloua or ia
i the right to reject any
The Progress also gives
reader* an opportunity to expre** more cfctauad opinion* ia a
column called "Yoar turn."
These cohanne ahoaki be aa the
form of an editorial. Tboa* av
terasted in writing a "Ye
before submitting each an
article.
Lettera and cokunes ahoald be
ataflad to Tat flsesan
117 Donovan Aaaei
Kentucky Uorversity.
Ky. 40476.
The dsedlna tor iiiliisai Hag a
letter for s sMdtfc issue is BOOB
prior to Thursday •*
Letter* and rohsnns wiD be
printed in accordance with
available

Apron strings still haven't been cut
As we sat in the high school gymnasium enjoying a peaceful game of
donkey basketball, my friend said
that a student'* life doesn't change
that dramatically once he leave*
high school and enter* college.
In my Band, I ■rissnud, "Hold
the phonal What was al that turbulence I've flown through over the
last three-pkta year* of my his?
"Aren't we suppoaod to become
different aaoturoa, ahsrhhng the
bond* of ■draascsne* and parental
control and turning into something
remotely iwaMiihhng adult*?'' I
thought.
But because I didn't want to
scream at my friend or interrupt the
donkeys, si I said to her was,
"What do you mean?"
She went on to explain that
although ah* waa now in college.
where most people conaider
thsn*aai **rs*onn*bry aaispsndsui,
she waa *t£l vary much dependent
on her parents and her home, and

Wild moose
chase

Mike Marsee
she believe* other stadenta are in
the tame boat.
Whan we need a little money for
that extra textbook (or even the
next meal), aha asked, where do we
turn?
To dear cad Mom and Dad, of
When we leave from home on a
date, a night with friend* or just a
trip to the store, who makes sure
they know where we're going and
when well be beck (within three or
four hours!?

Again, dear old Mom and Dad
And who listens as we spill our
guts about prnhleni* with classes,
roommate*, parking tickets and
r annul tuna?
You guessed it.
The more 1 listened to her reason
ing the more I realized that, no matter how much I tried to deny it, my
friend waa probably right.
I am nowhere near the grown-up
individual I've sometimes tried to
sell myself a*. And I would venture
i that most students my age
We stfll dash home with great frequency, whether it ia for money or
parental wisdom or sarape or just
by force of habit.
In early childhood, it is called
weaning. In boy-girl relationships.
it ia called "letting them down
And it happen* hare, too. The buffer zone between high school and the
school of hard knock* benefits both

students and parents.
So aa we write our own checks and
cook our own meal* and pump our
own gasohae and think about bow
grown up we are, we would do well
to look at where wa stand in comparison to where we are going.
Only *s we near the and of the college year* and start making decisions that affect our future in the
dreaded "real world," do we begin
to see what it will mean when we are
really "on our own."
Independence is working eight
hours (or more) a day, five days a
week under too much pressure for
not enough money to pay too many
bill*.
And from all the reports I've gotten, it isn't that much fun.
So as the donkey* made another
trip down the court, I realized my
friend was right.
We didnt completely cut the
apron strings when we came to college. We just loosened them a little.

In other words
-L

To the editor:
Elevator excuses lame
In last weak'* Progress George
Dean, director of Commonwealth
Hall, said that our residence hall
spends mote money than any other
hall on campus for elevator repair*.
Mr. Daaa was quoted aa saying,
"We're doktg the same thing we've
always been doing. It's an ongoing
process."
I'm sorry but I find it hard to accept Mr. Dean's reasoning. Just
because we've always done it that
way doe* not make it right. And
does it make sense to constantly
throw good money after bad?
Commonwealth residents are even
further incensed whan they see
money pumped into project* such
as: the Powell grill renovation, sun
decks on top of McGregor hall,
resurfacing the walkways in front of
the Keen Johnson bulking, laying
new carpet in both the bookstore
and the Begley building, act.
I personally would not spend
mega-bucks to have my car repainted if it doesn't run in the first
place due to engine problem* By
the same token it ia asinine to invest
in these external projecta before the
internal problems are remedied.
I know the aforementioned project* make for a "Campus
Beautiful" and can help in
recruiting prospective students but
let'* not forget about the 640
recruiting tools that live at Commonwealth Hall.
Thia ia not just a problem of inconvenience but also one of health.
Many students are disposed to
various medical condition* that
make climbing stairs very difficult

and painful.
Even whan we have one elevator
in operation there is still a risk of injury. It doesn't take an elevator inspector from the state fire marshal's
office to tell you whan your elevator
free-falls three floor* that you have
a potentially dsngerou* situation
And these i* the constant problem
of slsvstors becoming stuck between floors for long period* of time
If s fire broke out on one of these
particular orcaaione, it isn't hard to
sss the disaster potential. We're
looking at a loss of three and a
substantial monetary loss in the
courta.
Some people may regard having
to wait fit-sen minutes for an
elevator or having to walk up
several flights of ■tairs aa minor inconvenience. Per the** people I
must respond with the adage
"Don't judge a man 'till you've
walked in Ms shoes."
If ws can not have our elevators
utopsrly repaired or replaced then,
in the spirit of fellow ship, I must extend my most aiuteiest invitation to
the director of Commonwealth hall
and to the dean of student life to
come walk with us. If it is good
enough for us then it mast certainly is good enough for the people ws
pey to serve us.
D.vid R Scfcaeider

Trouble in high places
Aa a resident of Commonwealth
Hall for the pest three years I'm
writing in regard to the ridiculous
inconsistency of our elevator
system. I seriously wonder how
some of you other people out there
would like to run up, not down, eigh-

teen or nineteen flights of stairs a
dozen times s day. Since I live on
the 1 lth floor, it's not hardly as bad
for me. however, for the unfortunate
ones on 20, life isn't so easy.
One question I've often pondered
upon recently is whether or not
some the quote, "people in high
places" here at Eastern could even
manage to make it up II flights of
stairs one time. We the residents of
Commonwealth and of the rest of
the dorm* on Campus are paying

our parents' hard earned money for
dorms that are run down and have
maintenance problems. It's interesting how the fund* are
distributed bare at the University,
since there have been excessive expenditure* on unnecessary items
while necessities such aa elevators,
hot water, malfunctioning firs
alarms are completely overlooked.
When students in residence halls do
(See LETTERS. Page A-3)
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CROWE'S FEATS

People poll

What

your plans for Hatoween?
By Mary Haydon
Mark Buell, senior, industrial planning and development, Hammond:
"I'm going to party with Craig."

Jamas Stone, sophomore, conatruo
Uon tachaology. WiBcbeater:
"Watching some good acary
moviaa."
Susie McLean, freahman, child
psychology, Lexington:
"I'm planning on partying in
Carmenadak with a friend."

Craig Craddock, aenior. computer
•deuce, Erianger:
"I'm going to party with Mark."
Buell
Craddock
Vicky
Meadows, freahman,
undeclared, McCreary:
"I plan on staying at school and
trick or treating from floor to floor
in Case Hall, and than going to the
Monster Bash"
Dana Cooper, junior, therapeutic
recreation, Louisville:
"I'm going home for a Halloween
dance as a pregnant nun." ,.

McLean
Pun KUne, sophomore, occnpa
Uoaal theraphy. Dayton. Ohio:
"My parents are coming down to
root the Colonels on their laat home
game victory."
John Caatania, sophomore, construction technology, Frankfort:
"Cutting wood. I guess just mainly working."
Kline

Meadows

Castanis

Cooper

Students urged to catch up on issues
in the governor's race before it's too late
By Jane Singleton
For students at a state-supported
university, the currant gubernatorial race has obvious implications. The governor proposes state
university funding levels to the
legislature.
Our interests, however, should
reach beyond the) next few years. It
may be difficult to visualize
ourselves as anything other than
college students, but it will happen.
We can now have a hand in shap-

ing the Kentucky wa may turn to for
future success and satisfaction.
Some say we have waited too long
- that we should have raised our interest levels in the primary. But we
must work with what we have.
If we turn from the polls in
disgust over talk of vote buying,
nepotiam and special interest
groups, who do you think will be
there to oast the determining
ballets?
Oct. 19 was our laat opportunity

before voting to see John Harper diverse.
The political styles of the canand Wallace Wilkinson debate. The
debate was a summation and didates are as far apart as their perverification of what has gone before. sonal styles.
After exposure to the available inThe candidates used questions
from the media as launching pads, formation, a neutral stand would
each trying to discredit the other. seem unlikely.
So as students, where do we go
Harper rumbled, Wilkinson sizzled.
It was an opportunity to assess from here?
We do our homework and go to
personalities
And the issue* Even when the the polls.
Singieton is a senior journalism
goals indicated a meeting of the
minds, the proposed solutions were major and a Progress staff writer.

Oft <* TV« CWSGS Of IttK rflWCW«HArW4PrV.
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In other words
Coatiaued from Page A-2)
not comply with the rules they are
fined or punished, however, when
the donna don't fulfill our basic requirements, it'a the student once
again that suffers. I suggest that
everyone involved in getting things
done around here take a serious look
at these problems. Another thing to
keep in mind for the Housing Dept.
and Billings and Collections is the
haunting thought of every single
resident of Commonwealth not paying one cent of their dorm fees next
semester!
Check Jody

evaluate the sheep in order to
distribute the slices of baloney more
fairly and to encourage the sheep to
There once was a school in the
forest for the ««im«.l« who lived all work harder. However, the jackals
around. The lion was the principal, evaluated themselves and took a
the jackals wsre his privy lion's share of the baloney
counselors, and the sheep were the
After the evaluation, the sheep
received even less baloney in comteachers.
All pay consisted of slices of parison with the jackals, so they inbaloney from the lion's pantry. The quired why. The lion repsonded:
counselors always received more "Although you think you got less
baloney than tha teachers, although baloney than the jackals, everyone
the lion publicly stated that was treated essentially the same.
teaching was the main goal of the
"The jackals are man equal than
school.
the sheep; two phis two equals five;
One fine day, the lion decided to my policies for the jackals are un-

The lion's delicatessen

Self-Service
TYPEWRITER
IBM Sclectric II, Self-correcting
$1.00/half hour

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE
Resumes • Letters • Manuscripts
Dissertations • Charts & Graphs
University Shopping Center
Eastern By-Pass. Richmond
(60S) 624-0237

"I hope this completely explains
my policy, and you can be sure that
your salaries and happiness are my
greatest concerns."
And the sheep happily swallowed
this ration of baloney and went on
with their work.
Anyway you slice baloney, it's
still baloney.
Charles L. Nelson
Department of Foreign Langaagee

Tanning

kinko's

QS

written; some sheep have retired;
and here we go gathering nuts in
May.

$35

All you can
tan until 19881

Open 7 days a week
$2.00 off on
Hair Cuts with
Tanning Package

623-4567
next to Subway

OUR HOURS:
Monday-Thursday 8:30- 7:O0
Friday 8:30-6:00
Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

wVA LUAULLUUUrJUN
10un.-l1»m
ESPRIT*
$10.00 OFF YOUR CHOICE!
I1«_m.-12 noon
REEBOK • PrlncsM - $27 A)
12noon-lpm
BIWnlibyO.P,»lc..$5.90

1 p.m-3pjru
DEXTER • "CAMP" SHOES
MALE $34.99 'FEMALE $28.99
3pjn.-5pm
BOOTS • EXTRA 20% OFF
MENS OR WOMENS
6 p JTL - 9 p jn.
Wolff •Tanning
10 Visits/$15.00
(sessions murt ba utsd by 12/20/87)
"ENTRE* COUPON ALSO VAUD
ON SUNDAY (1-6 p.m.)

^BfUDIO
The College Shop"

Classifieds
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U-Repair) Abo Tax Delinquent 4
Foreclosure Properties Available
Now.
FOR
LISTING
Call
I 315 733-6062 EXT G-825
" Thinking of ukinf some time off
from school? We need MOTHERS
HELPERS. Household dudes and
chikfcare. Uve In exciting NEW
YORK CITY suburbs Room, board,
and salary included. 203422-4959 or
914-273-1626."
"Hiring! Government jobs - your
area. SIS.000-S68.000. (602)
838-8885. EXT 4904."
Gymnastic instructors needed: experience preferred, expertise on
floor A apparatuses. Send resume to
Debbie Barker. Debbie's World of
Dance, 312 Spangler Drive, or call
624-9685 Mon.-Fh 3:30-8 p.m. Immediate Openings.

$10 - $660 weekly/up mailing circulars! Rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope: Dept. AN-7CC-AGI.
9300 Wilshire. Suite 470. Beverly
Hills. CA 90212.
GOVERNMENT HOMES for $1 00
[U Repair] Buy Direct! Repos a Tax
SEIZED Properties. Call TODAY for
FACTS! I-5I8-4S9-3546 EXT
H-408IC (TOLL-Refundablel 24hrs.
On-campus travel representative or
organization needed to promote
Spring Break trip to Florida. Earn
money, free trips, and valuable work
experience. Call Inter-Campus Programs at 1-800-433-7747.
Snooty Fox Salon Student Discount
Nights $3.00 off service. Student
ID. fUquired. Call 623-9624 6-9
p.m. Tuesday. Wednesday. A
Thursday.

ESSAYS & REPORTS
1*278 lo chooss from— all subjects
Ordaf Catalog Today «nn Viaa/MC or COO

■Him 800-351-0222

BMBMaaSaW
mCalil i2l3i477«J26
Of. ruth 12 00 lo Essay* I Raport*
ll322kBfOA»t #20frSN los Angeles CA 9002$
CuslorT) researcn also available- all lavas

He rs serve the right
to
w

II—.U ....nilil , ,
HffTMI CJUtMiuDtM.

Graphic Arts; Growing firm looking
for talented hard-working graphic artists and pasteup people. Part-time
and/or full-time Must have basic skills
in pasteup and preparation of cameraready artwork. Call (606) 277-5726.
Ask for Becky Henry. General
Manager.
Travel Field Opportunity' Gain
valuable marketing experience while
earning money. Campus representatives needed immediately for spring
break trips to Florida or South Padre you
Island. Cal Campus Marketing at Jf"
1800-282-6221.

ACT II
Microwave Popcorn . .75 oz

3 for $1.00
25% OFF CALCULATORS
* Al n mill aa»m are nasnf » H ■■*%

WE CARNV A COMPUTE LINE Of
M our atari « «a run owt ol an adveneorj SMB.
• CSMBt/SM brand anen iraaakM or I
■Mas ysu *> pwthaaa t» mirteaH ta
AA«RK>N^rs^G»ET»NCS
_ (MM Seasonal Dana IImill Wa raaar
•Carda
-Om Wr— ♦ratty Waia
ID US mail On*, one vendor COMBO *S ti
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Police beat
, i^m
The foUantag report,
Dlvieioa
of
with tke
PmbHc Safety:

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Curb service
Steve Milby, a junior from Greensburg, watched from the wall neo
cars detoured to the sidewalk Monday while a truck blocked Univ er*.,

Low student turnout e>
By Donna Pace
Newe editor
Registered voters will go to the
polls to cast their votes in local and
state elections on Nov. 3 from 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
University students registered in
Richmond's 6-A campus district will
be voting in the basement of Bur
nam Hall.
According to city records, 1,955
students are registered in the cam
pus district, with 974 registered as
Democrats, 676 as Republicans, 270
as Independents and 36 registered
in other parties inducing Socialist
and Communist.
Of the 1.966 students, 1,086 are
females and 870 are males.
Students who applied for and
have received absentee ballots must
hsve returned those ballots to their
respective counties by 6 p.m.
Tuesday.
Mary JaneGinter, MaoSson County clerk, said student response to
elections is usually low.
"Students could make a big difference if they got behind an issue
or s candidate, but there has just

never been s turnout,"Ginter said.
According to Ginter, the student
turnout at national elections is
greater because the officials who are
elected will affect everyone.
Ginter said she believed many
students don't participate in the
state and local elections because

1 ng as

.. :d

they live outside of the state and
don't feel the candidates and issues
are important to them.
"I can understand why they don't
register here if they are interested
in home potties," Ginter said. "But
if they just don't vote, that's
another story."

ROTC holds field training
Progress staff report
The university's ROTC held its
annual Fall Field Training Exercise
Oct. 17.
About 70 cadets participated in
the exercise, including cadets from
Cumberland College, the university's ROTC extension center, and
Union College, where the university's cross-enrolled program is held.
According to cadet Lt. Col.
Thomas K. Johnson, s senior at the
university, the exercise is held in the
fall and spring to prepare the junior
military science cadets for Advanced Camp, which is held every summer at Fort Lewis, Wash.
The cadets were taught basic
skills such as map reading, com-

munications and individual movement techniques.
"I think the training exercise conducted here was very beneficial to
the cadets," said Major Ken Duncan. "I think it is a reflection of the
cadets themselves. They did very
well."
He said the highlight of the dsy
was the grenade assault, where
cadets negotiated an obstscle
course, consisting of a high wall and
several mud-and wire obstacles, set
up on the university's intramural
fields.
Johnson said, "The students and
cadets showed a lot of motivation.
The hands-on training added a lot to
what they learned."

BUILD
Your Own
PIZZA
16" Large Cheese Pizza
with five FREE toppings.

Oct. 15:
Rick & Cox. Brewer Building,
reported that a vehicle belonging to
Steve R. Wag**. Palmar Hall. had.
boon broken into. It was determined thst a pair of car stereo speakers
war* the only itema taken.
Aagi. M. WTlMian, day HaD,
reported receiving haraaaing
telephone cella. She was advieed to
keep a tslephons log of al haraaaing
calls in the ai ture and an investigation is pandmg.
Jady Besses, rurhroend, reported
the theft of parse from the fourth
floor of the Wallace Building.
Thoaaas E. Sextoai and Jeffrey L.
Pate, Louisville, ware arrested on
charges of second dsgisi burglary
after entering Bumam Hail through
a window.
Timothy K.
Danville, was
saiTMted on
of driving under
the influence.
on suspend
ed license and
tion plates
Oct. 16:
Deeaae Wright. Martin Hall,
reported the theft of her purse from
the Walters Hall lobby restroom.
TUaa K. flair Sell Manchester,
was) sirsstsdon s charge of driving
under the influence.
aggi and Everett D.
IiSTington. wars arrested on charges of alcohol intoxication, dawrosrly conduct and
loitering.
Oct. 17:
David K. Diets, Bans, was arrested on charges of alcohol intox-

icatioo and routing srrest.
John Farley. Dupree Hall.
reported the theft of a bulletin board
from the ninth floor halwsy
B. Msjtksglj, Jr, Dupree
Hall, reported the theft of several
articles of eassssaa* from the ninth
floor laundry room.
Oct. 18:
Charles A.
Martin Hall,
was sUTMtsH on s charge of driving
under the
Oct. 19:
Ju» Gay. Todd Hal director,
repotted eaassM <*""»fa»g from the
seventh floor trash chute The Richmond Fire Department responded
and found no amoks or firs. The
alarms wars reset
Oct. 20:
Dayid Hobsos, Stratton Building,
reported the theft of a blue light and
siren from vehicles belonging to the
Department of Criminal Justice
Training.
Craig Brow*. Richmond, reported
that someone had slashed the tires
of his vehicle while parked in the
Jons* Lot.
Eddie Massey. Palmer Hall,
reported the theft of his bicycle.
After giving s dsouiptioci of the
bicycle, it was determined that the
bicyda was kt storage in the Brewer
Building. The bicycle was returned.
Pearl 01 SJMI, Cess Hall night
supervisor, reported the fire alarm
sounding. The Richmond Fire
Department responded and found
no smoke or fire. The alarm was

Oct. 21:
Lila Rachford. O'Donneil Hall
night supervisor, reported the fire
alarm eoundng. The Richmond Fire
Department responded and found s
hot skillet hidden between two milk
crates and a hot plate in Room 322.
The hail director was notified and
the alarm
8. Tares*. O'Donneil
Hall, reported the theft of several
checks from his residence
Tracy McCoert, Brockton,
reported the theft of some medics
tion from his vehicle while parked in
the Brockton Lot.
I Carr, Richmond, reported
that the tires on his vehicle had been
slashed whle parked in the Jones
Lot
Cindy Melnteeh, Brockton,
reported the fire alarm sounding in
Bumam Hall. The Richmond Firs
Department responded and found
no smoke or firs. Further investigation revealed that a steam release
valve had produced enough heat
near the fire alarm to activate the
system.
Ann Way, Keith Building,
reported a broken window on the
vehicle of Joha T. Walls, Commonwealth HaD. It was determined
that the stereo and asneasatl had

Oct. 22:
Wifllss* WiOnnson, Richmond,
reported being shot with a BB or
pellet gun as he was entering Commonwealth Hall on a piss* delivery.
Investigation to continue.

WHY WE'RE
CHOOSEY
ABOUT WHAT
GOES INTO
OUR HOT
r,

C5—p}
5© ofS> -

^Vv

tAOO

7.95

$

12" Medium Cheese Pizza
with five FREE toppings.
$

5.95

623-7724

At Ritzy's every hot dog we sell is 100 % pure
hearty Old Style Frank
beef. Unlike many quick-service restaurants that
Both are plump, juicy and delicious. They're
serve "all meat" hot dogs—which could be
served on bakery-fresh buns with your choice
almost anything.
of toppings, including ketchup, mustard, onions
Every Ritzy's hot dog must meet our strinand relish. Cheese, coney
gent quality standards. They're made from
sauce (chili) and sauerkraut
cuts of choice 100% beef—the same
are extra.
beef cuts you can buy from your
So beware of hot dogs of
grocer's meat counter.
unknown origin. Come to
At Ritzy's you get a choice, too.
Ritzy's for America's Top Dogs.
-¥au can choose between Ritzy s
What makes us different—is
tender All-American Hot Dog or /Jm^uoai. FOOD ^a^ulu what makes us taste so good.
EASTERN BY-PASS

Shopper's Village Center Richmond, Kentucky

i

119 South Collins

HOTDOG
Expires 11-4-87
Not valid with any other
coupons or offers Valid
at participating locations
only.

10 MINUTE PICK-UP SERVICE
Drivers carry less than $20.00
Limited delivery area,
e 1967 DPI

> 19*7 G.D.IITZY'S. INC.

WHEN YOU BUY ONE OF
GREATER OR EQUAL VALUE.
Coupon valid for one Hot Dog only. One coupon
per customer per visit. Not valid with other
oners. Valid at participating Ritzy s
restaurants Valid through 11 / 08/ 87
EPI02987
"«

HOT
JTDOG
ft
0
I

I

WHEN YOU BUY ONE OF
GREATER OR EQUAL VALUE.
Coupon valid for one Hot Dog only. One coupon
per customer per visit. Not valid with other
offers Valid at participating Ritzy's
restaurants Valid through 11/08/87
EPI02987
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Seven candidates vie for city commissioner seats
By Sheri SparkJl
Sevan
local
citizens are vying
for the four sea ta
on the Richmond
City Commission
in the only local Hacker
race in the Nov. 3
general election.

ToWer

"We must welcome the input
from the university officials and the
students," he said.
McWhorter also said he would
work to protect students'
"downtown priviliges."
Todd. 7a of 102 Eaatway Drive.
is also a former Richmond mayor
and owns a construction company.
He alao has stated that he is in
favor of a fraternity row.

Incumbents
Marshal P. McAninch. Virgil
McWhorter and James C. Todd
compete against challengers Dale
Carrier, Joe Hacker. Bil Strong and
Tommy Tabler in the non-partisan
McAninch. 46, of 122 Longview
Drive, is a local businessman and
part-time fanner who has also work
ed for as a lab technician for IBM.
He said he would like to work
toward eatabuahing a fraternity row
at the university
McAninch also said attracting induatry to create jobs for Richmond
residents is also one of hie primary
Leaf-ifig tOWn

Progress photo/Brent Risner

University physical plant worker Qinton McFerror ana ■ v .nd
crew worked with a mechanical leaf blower to ch a- t
nua
deposit of leaves from the lawn near the Universit, 3 j.idtng.

McWhorter. 69. of 314 High St..
has previously served aa mayor of
Richmond and chairman of the
Richmond School Board.

Strong

Todd

Todd said safety is alao a key

lSSUe in his rMrapa'g". nUiiig that
the city needs more traffic signals
Carrier, of 421 Wallace Court, is
a real eatate agent and a sales
manager at a local auto dealership.
He is a university graduate and a
member of the Richmond School
Board.
If elected. Carrier said he plans to
"promote Richmond" in an attempt

Carrier

McAninch

McWhorter

Strong baa been a public official
for 12 years.
In Strong's first eight years, he
served aa dty commissioner and
then spent the last four years of his
commission term aa mayor pro
temp, or temporary mayor.
Strong served the last four years
of his political career as mayor of
Richmond.
"I think dty officials should be
concerned with jobs for the youth
and the future growth of jobs for
them to keep them in Richmond,"
he said.
Tommy Toblar, 52. of 210 Pembroke Drive, is the owner of an electronic firm. He has held no previous
public offices.
"I'd like to see dty government
and Eastern's government work
together." he said.

to make it appealing to industry
Isadsts. "1 ve had eipetia™* in dosing a deal." he said.
He alao said the comnaaaion could
use the input of s student representative from the university. "The city should recognize the positive
things Eastern's students do. and
publicize and promote these accomplishments. " Carrier said.
Hacker. 67. of 108 E. Walnut St..
is a retired highway engineer of the
Department of Transportation. He
has not held any previous public
officee.
"Since this is my first time
running for public office. I'd like fan
take a look into everything and
determine what the biggest issues
are," he said
Strong. 47. of 112 Overland Drive,
ia a partner in a local grocery.

Sagan discusses possible tragedies in 21st century
By Delioda Douglas
Staff writer
"Sometime in the 21st century and the 21st century is knockingwe may be in serious trouble.'' said
reknowned astronomer Carl Sagan.
Sagan was speaking to a crowd of
more than 1600 at Phelps Chapel at
Berea College last Thursday as a
part of a coUegewide symposium
rededicating the Hail Science
Building.
A group of about 20 students and
several faculty members from the
university attended the symposium,
which also featured British author
James Burke, creator and host of
the Public Broadcasting System
series, "The Day the Universe
Changed."
Sagan, professor of astronomy
and physics at Cornell University.
spoke of the evolving of the human
species, man's role in early
agriculture and nuclear war. all of
which will lead to the destruction of
the planet.
He said human intelligence has
caused man to evdve from a
microorganism to an existence
thriving on technological change.
"That knowledge is the secret of
success and the promise of the

future and the danger we pose to
ourselves." he said.
Sagan said man's use of land in
early agricultural practices has
caused a gradual deteriorating effect on the ozone layer, which in
turn caused what is termed aa the
greenhouse effect.
Sagan said as man progressively
burns wood and fossil vela, carbon
dioxide ia put into the atmosphere.
The more carbon dioxide absorbed into the atmosphere, means more
beat trapped, which causes the
earth's temperature to get warmer
and warmer as time paaaee.
"A little greenhouse effect is a
good thing. We have oceans. We
have liquid water. We do not
freeze." he said.
But he added that by the 21st century the earth's temperature will
have increaasd several centigrade
degrees, railing the west Antarctic
ice sheets to melt into the world's
oceans and raise in water levels.
Sagan said the threat of nuclear
war and the placement of universal
strategic weapons ia another possible disastrous effect of man's
intelligence.
He said the United States and the
Soviet Union have "wrecked the

Progress photo/Dstnda Douglas

Carl Sagan speaks at Berea College.
planet'' with 60,000 nuclear
weapons combined with delivery
systems.
He said there are 25.000 strategic
ajjaaflai and only 2.300 cities on
Earth, which means there are about
10 strategic weapons for every dty
on the planet.
"What are they good for? Why do
we need so many? There is no solution to this kind of problem but s

AUDIO
REPAIRS On Most
Brands Of Cars
And Home Stereos
As wen As Audio
Visual Equipment.
Estimates Available

zz

global solution.'' be said. "Star
Wars cannot work by the admission
of its own advocates."
"Sagan said both the United States
and the Soviet Union must "come
to their senses" and "work together
on some plan'' to prevent nuclear
war.
He added this is the "decade of
Challenger and Chernobyl." both
reminders that high technological

ideas can fail.
"We've been smart and we have
to be very sure we have not been too
smart," Sagan said.
Dr. David Sousa. university professor of physics and astronomy,
said he was interested in listening
to Sagan talc about the ozone bole
and planetary atmospheres.
Hs said Sagan is an expert in the
study of planetary atmospheres and
has also bean a main advocate in
pushing s joint mission to Mars between the United States and the
Soviet Union, which Sousa was interested in hearing about
However. Sagan did not speak
much on the Mars mission subject,
"so I was kind of disappointed.''
Sousa said.
Dr. Jerry Cook, associate professor of physics and astronomy,
said it "was an opportunity for our
students to see and hear a very
famous astronomer speak."
Cook said some people disagree
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624-2515

UNIVERSITY BODY SHOP
THIS

DRIVE-IN
WEEKS SPECIAL

for

SPOOK PUNCH
*

75< FRUIT SHOTS
Racalva ■ shirt and mag good for drink
specials for too rost of tbo yaarl

TREATS FOR EVERYONE IN C0STUMESI

ESTIMATES ON CAMPUS

EXPIRES 11-05-87
624-2018

(Local Cal 369-5648)

Fix'em like you like'em

Score with
Reebok and Get
a Free Top.

GOOD LUCK EASTERN!
m

IF YOU ARE A NEW DONOR, OR IF IT HAS
BEEN THREE MONTHS OR LONGER SINCE
YOUR LAST DONATION HERE, BRING THIS
AD OR YOUR STUDENT I.D. AND EARN $20.00
TODAY. PLEASE ONLY ONE AD PER DONOR.

for

624-9814
UniTeralty Shopping- Center
lO-Q Monday-Saturday
Sunday 1:30-5:30

E
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EARN $20.00 TOD

Free Reebok basket tall sinnlet
when you buy any pair ot
Reebok basketball shoes.

sljpes

HALLOWEEN BASH

$1.00

613 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, KY

c^Adams

TOWN

BEST MALE ft FEMALE COSTUMES

Mini Burgers

2

about Sagan and his views. He said
he respects Sagan s views but fait
the symposium was the wrong
forum for Sagan to express his
dissatisfaction of the current
presidential administration.
Phillip Esterle, a sophomore
physics major who is ntereeted in
astrophysics, said the symposium
gave him "a totally new viewpoint"
on the subject.
Sagan has published more than
400 scientific papers and art idee
and has wonted on 20 books.
He won the Pulitzer Prize for his
book titled "Dragons of Eden."
He is creator and best of the PBS
series "Cosmos," which is now seen
in 60 countries.
Sagan received the NASA Medal
for Exceptional Scientific Achievement for his work with Mariner,
Viking and Voyager expeditions to
the planets. He is also a two-time
recipient of the NASA Medal for
Distinguished Public Service.
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Information requested
on missing person
P|aaaj— Staff report

A Richmond family has reported
that their son. a university student,
has been missing since Sunday
afternoon.
Robert Duane Johnson, a 20-yearold junior from Madison County.
reportedly left his 102 Sunset
Ave home with his book bag.
around 1 p.m. saying he was going
to the university library.
According to his father. Charles
D. Johnson, he never returned.
He was wearing jeans and a faded Guess jean jacket.
Johnson was driving a 1984 charcoal gray Camaro. The license plate
on the front bears the logo of car
dealer Frank Shoop with a trotting
horse on the right side. A university commuter parking sticker is on
the back left hand side of the
windshield.

Robert Johnson

The missing student's sister,
Terri Johnson, said she received a
phone call from Johnsons Phi Delta
Theta Fraternity brother Sunday
evening teling her that he had missed a pledge meeting earlier in the
evening. Johnson is president of the
pledge class.

pletely out of character lor his son
to just take off without filing or
leaving a note.'This is why we were
so taken back by the whole thing.
He was always respectful of his
family and friends," he said.
Child's play
Johnson, a 1984 graduate from James McGuire, left, and Mary Shackerford keep an eye on
Model High School, is 6feet tall. He Matthew Wren, Korinne Michelle and Erica Olinger spend a
has sandy brown hair and weighs
approximately 160 pounds.
Anyone having any mfonnation
regarding Johnson should contact
Richmond Police Detective Allen
Love or Detective Joel Cunigan at
(Continued from Page One)
623-8911 or 623-1000.
traditional - just out of high school
18- to 21-year-old college students
and an increase in the adult parttune students who are getting a late
start or looking for a career
redirection.
Because of these changes the
univeraity has been doing a lot more
"If I can get sn electric to market the university than they
wheelchsir, I'll be back next have in the past four or five years,
spring," she said "My kids will according to Ron Harreu, director of
come with me the next time."
public information for the
Lorenz said attending college was university.
printing tabloids with class
more important to hsncScapped peoHarrell was one of several who schedules for local newspapais.
ple than the average healthy citizen. gave presentations st the marketing
"We've exceeded this budget a
"In order for a crippled person to retreat.
couple of times and the money has
be hired we have to have something
The adminiatration appropriated come from Dr. Rowlett's office,"
special to offer, because our risks
separate funds for mmim«i~ adver- said Harrell
are so much greater," she said. "I
tising this yaar, funds which have
He said the budget has increased
don't want to live off Social Securialready been spent several times approximately $30,000. "You have
ty funds all my life. I want to get
over.
to have a starting point, and the
out and work for my kids' sake."
Following his three-hour wheel
"For the first time the university starting point for this new line item
chair ride. Miller said he was has what is called sn »r«<Umfr in the budget was $10,000. We
discouraged about Lorenz' depar- advertising line item in its institu- decided to do some ssMH—j things
ture from the university and was tional budget which is •10.000," above and beyond «iiM»«wfa.j jfc
beginning of. the fall and spring
working hard to make sure it did not said Harreu.
happen again.
He said this includes paid-for
Miller, a member of the senate's advertising, buying inserts and Harrell said the university also:
students' rights committee, was
followed by s senate cameraman
and various other cameramen along
with reporters from the Lexington
area.
James Allen, dean of student
development, could not be reached
for comment.
&

Progress photo/Shert Sparks
Sunday afternoon playfully wrestling on a lawn near the Brockton
apartments.

Administration studies marketing plans

His fsmilyslso learned he had failed to attend a soccer team function
that evening
Mr. Johnson said this was com-

Senate studies
campus access

(Continued from Page One)
shelves built under the desks, and
a card table. However, the mirrors
and several shelves and drawers
were too high to use.
Lorenz said her children, ranging
in age from 4 to 13, heaped her make
the decision.
"With al my kids in Harlan and
all this here, I just couldn't handle
it. I should be tougher, but right
now I just feel old and tired," she
said.
While Lorenz was p»"»"''g her
clothes and books, she recalled an
incident in which a student had asked if be could help her make it up a
hill she wss struggling to climb.
"Usually I take pride in the fact
that I can make it on my own, but
that day was different
"When he asked if he could help
push me up the hill, I was embarrassed, but so glad he was there. I
am just always so tired" she said.
Though Lorenz was relieved to be
leaving the university, she said she
would be back if the circumstances
were right.
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He said they do not have a major
marketing campaign 'We've got a
very good student recruitment program. And that's what this is all
about."
Ha added "Were not talking
about
planned coordinated
marketing. However. I think that
this is what this retreat will lead up
too, which I think is good We've
been calling for that for two years.'
*»•*•••••*•»»*•••»»»»»»;

W. THIRD AND MAIN STREETS

SPECIAL

12 inch MEATBALL SUB
CHIPS & LARGE DRINK
all for only $4.20
M.

Phone: 623-5472

Eastern

SCHOOL OF HAIR DESIGN
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HALLOWEEN BASH
COSTUME CONTEST

According to Harrell. his office
tries to dewiop s communication
technique that is targeted to
whatever public, group or
geographic region is that needs to
be addressed.

sub center

•<a**«»**<a*<»*<a*<»«a.*-

SDODIOIAPEQS*
2130 LEXINGTON ROAD
SUITE D
HARPER SQUARE
RICHMOND. KY 40475

s* bald information seminars in
the 34 cities across the university's
service area,
y placed newspaper ads supporting those meetings and provided
registration information,
«* placed ads to announce offering
couraes at sxtsnded campus
locations
*» inserted tabloids of Saturday
and evening course offerings in
various newspapers throughout the
university's service region.
Ha aaid "This isn't just
newspaper advertising saying to
come to Eastern. What we are trying to do in our office is we're
responsible for university comm
*»»»«***»**•*

451 Big lull Avenue
Richmond. Kentucky 4047S
•HairCuts $4.00
•Permanent Wave $15.00
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Care
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LET THE PROGRESS GIVE
YOUR BUSINESS THAT \
EXTRA BOOST IT NEEDS! j

Grand Opening
t

$5.00 off cut and style !
S3.00 off cut only
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Perms - EKU Students
Regular $33.00

$6.00

Hair Cuts - EKU Students

We carry Matrix, Nexxus & Sloppy Joes
rv

112 St. George St.
Richmond. KY 40475
606-623-3651

624-9352

Expires 10/31/87

With student I.D.
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EXPERIENCE

AIR FORCE NURSING.
Experience—the opportunity for
advanced education, specialization
and (light nursing. Experience—the
opportunity to develop management
and leadership skills as an Air Force
officer Experience—excellent starting
pay, complete medical and dental
care and 30 days of vacation with pay
each year Plus, many other benefits
unique to the Air Force life-style
And the opportunity to serve your
country Experience—being part of
a highly professional health care
team Find out what your experience
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Late-night entry made easy
by unsecured doors, windows
Continued from Page One)

because they didn't actually enter
the building.
between a McGregor resident and
According to Donna Williams.
her boyfriend.
Case Hall residence hall director, the
Around 1L30 p.m. on Oct. 16 two males were at a lower window and
males were arrested on charge* of were attempting to enter the
second degree burglary after being building.
seen entertag a window in Bumim
Williams said the doors are check
HalL
ed every hour by the Case Hall staff
On Oct. 16 approximately one and the night hostess to make sure
hour after the Progress investiga- they are secure.
tion ended, public safety officers
In reeponm to the sliding glass
were called to Caw Hall because two door being open in the courtyard she
males ware trying to enter the uid. The residents need to take
building through a window
responsibility because our doors do
The males wet* apprehended by lock, and we do everything we can
public safety officers and arrested to make sure that the door* are lockon charges of alcohol intoxication. ed. Safety begins when residents
disorderly conduct and loitering take responsibility."

According to Tom Lindquist.
director for the university's Division of Pubhc Safety, it is important
for people to report thing* they see
occurring in residence halls.
' Reporting these inddsnces is imperative to us and to the safety in
the residence halls," he said
"I think the main thing is that
residents shouldn't let anyone in,
they shouldn't prop doors open and
they should indicate if the sy stems
have been breeched," be said.
He added "Keep doors locked
when inside because even such incidences as theft mostly occur in
unsecured anas, and it's important
to protect personal IsJiaisJugs as
well as personal safety. *

Additional security sought
tContianed fros* Page One)
The university is currently looking into two different security
measure* that will make illegal
residence ball access more difficult.
According to Crockett, the first
system being considered is a camera
system that would be placed by the
exit* in all the residence halls.
This system would be "niiUr to
the one currently used in some of
the older rs*kkmr«i halfe.
The difference would be a light
located on the monitor at the
residence hall desk that would come
on each time the door waa opened,
making the desk worker more aware

of people entering and exiting the
building.
The second system would be
similar to one found in a department
store.
"A buzzer would go off and alert
anyone in the area that the door was
open, but the main problem with
this one is that it would disturb any
residents living near the doors,"
Crockett said.
She said right now the university
is simply looking into more safetv
measures, and no costs have been
determined.
"Students need to be concerned
with safety, and they need to be
responsible for their own actions,"

she said.
Crockett said the Residence H all
Association had also decided to
form a Residents Safety Committee
to help make students aware of safety needs.
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U2 for the show
Tim Basrum. above, a senior from Stearns, gets fired up for Friday's concert by the group U2
in Lexington. Below, band members The Edge and Bono entertain the sellout crowd in Rupp Arena.

According to Karen Abernathy.
vice president of RH A and co-chair
of the committee,'The committee
waa formed to make students aware
of all type* of safety "
"Next semester we hope to have
a safety weak, as well a* buttons
made up promoting safety and a
contest among the halls to come up
with s symbol that people at EKU
will associate with safety," she said

Court hears library debate
K ontinued from Page One)

Martin and the mayors of Richmond
and Berea.

"They cannot be informed unless
they have the opportunity to read,"
he said. "A public lfcrary gives
them that opportunity."
Ellen Heller, a representative
from the Kentucky Department of
Libraries and Archives, said the
library would be as beneficial to the
community as any other pubhc
service.
"You will find that the library
dollar stretches further and reach—
more people than any other opublic
service," she said.
The library board also presented
a 15-minute videotape that included endorsements from former
university president Dr. Robert R.

The Rev. Glenn Roberts spoke to
the court on behalf of citizens opposed to the library tax and said the
court should riot go against the decision the voters made in the 1981
referendum.
"Six years ago. the people of the
county voted to oppose a library
tax." Roberts said "Doyou want to
override their vote by placing a
library tax on the people?"
"The main issue in this controversy is voters' rights." he added.
Roberts said school libraries adequately serve county tithens. "Why
should we pay for something we've
already got?" be asked "We've got
libraries running out our ears in

Madison County."
He also said taxing property
owners is unfair, claiming that "a
small group of people" would have
to pay for "the luxuries of others."
Roberts estimated that 90 percent
of the county's property owners are
opposed to the tax.
James O'Dell of Berea said. "It
should be disturbing to all of us if
there s an effort by a minority of
voters to go around the will of the
majority."
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TOO LOUNGE
1101 Kim Kent Dr. Across from Southern Hills Plaza

YOU
MISSED
OUT
622-1872 FOR

COUNTRY CHICKEN

"The Dating Game"
* 3 Lucky couples receive $50 Night or Town
at Wesley's Too Lounge
Register for chance to be a participant by 9 00 p.m
* Game will start at 10 30 p m

CHEROKEE CORPORATION
Box 1071 U.S. 25 South Richmond. KY 40475
__.-.------ COUPON -----------

FRIDAY NIGHT

SATURDAY NIGHT

WMCQ-FM

Halloween
Party

D.J. Rich Hunter
doing His Show
from Wesley's

THIS SPACE COULD HAVE
BEEN YOURS ....
CALL

TONIGHT — Thursday, October 29

* No Cover
$1.17 Drink Special

$100 Pnze Awarded
To Best Costume

LITE LUNCH DELITE!

Tvttf-^ . r~\r~
P'eces chicken(mixed)
£k I m£^
and 1 buttermilk biscuit.
Expires 11-29-87
^
'
Ask for #11.
.--------- -COUPON -----------

LITE LUNCH DELITE!

$1.25

* Witches Brew

INFO.

CHICKEN SNACK

YOU MUST BE 19 YEARS O^ AGE

CHICKEN SNACK

Two pieces chicken(mixed)
arid 1 buttermilk biscuit.
Ask for #11.
. - - - COUPON- - - i

LITE LUNCH DELITE!
.
._
H\\ S^\
*P I •«™-f
A

White Lightning Food Stores

Wet Cuts

Tanning

$8.00 • GALS
$5.00*- GUYS'

11 Visits
for $25

HAIR

ON MANE

Student

I.D.

CHICKEN SNACK

Two pieces chicken(mixed)
and 1 buttermilk biscuit.
Ask for #11.

LITE LUNCH DELITE!

Support The Colonel's
with
White Lightning's OOn7
Colonel Cups
CP-wnw
only

$1.89

623-2300

Required

Refills axe only

$1

_ _
/^\

fcW

CHICKEN SNACK

Two pieces chicken(mixed)
and 1 buttermilk biscuit

Ask for #11.

Expires 11-29-87

COUPON-

LITE LUNCH DELITE!

$1

_
25

CHICKEN S.'«jjCj(

Two pieces chicken(mixed)
and 1
buttermilk biscuit.

Ask for #11.

e&O V

Expires 11-29-87

COUPON

Student

jgjS Pioneer Liquors
Eastern Students
10% off
with I.D. on all Shelf Items

Expires 11-29-87

.--- — ----- COUPON- -----------

BE AN UNFORGETTABLE BLONDE
Now you can be the bionde you've always
wanted to be With our new SoColor' Ultra
Light Blondes by Matrix you can have the
palest most alluring blonde tones ever Cat'
us today, be unforgettably blonde tomorrow

Expires 11-29-87

Two

Tacos

with
rice

715 East Main at the Railroad
Richmond. KY
40475
623-9980

Special

►♦♦♦^♦.Corner of fmt and Water JJ

623-002n$±> RKHmond. Ky 40475 ♦]
" >♦♦▼■♦♦♦'■ ....... I
»i

or

beans

$1.99
with

student
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DON'T
MISS
THIS.

3 OR 5-LB. HANOI PAK
EXTRA LEAN

Ground

m. it-1
Monterey Brand

HOI.

69

Sno White

Mushroomi

1-LD

Pkg

Kroger

Seedless
Raisins . . .

I

Mt Dew. Diet Pepsi
Peosi Free or

Margarine Quarters

Blue
Bonnet

. .

I 10
Pkgs

Kroger Reg or lowfat

150z
Box

1

Cottage
Cheese . . . cm

Large
antaloupe

Orange
Juice

98
Florida
Oranges .

1-LD

Fancy Michigan Red or Golden
Delicious or

jonathon
Apples . .

.

6-10
Bag

Regular or Double stu< Nabisco

1

°re°

COOkleS ... Bag

Washington Extra Fancy
Red or Golden 138-Size

Delicious
Apples

17

Each I

20-OZ

M

-J99

1

Grain Fed Choice
Boneless

Top Sirloin
Steak

*9 49

Cram Fed Choice Boneless
Tail-less

Spaghetti Traditional
52-OZ
jars

IS5 Off Laoei'

Jiff Peanut
BUtter

Rib Bye
Steak .... Lb

4,99

Cram Fed Choice 10 To 12-lb Avg
vg
Whole

Boneless
Sirloin Tip.

... Jar

9

I*

Kroger

2% Lowfat
Milk
Gallon I
Plastic!
Jug

iao- Off Label) laundry

Cheer
Detergent

9' J-OZ
Pkqs

ID

20-0z. _^W
Bonus ^^_
Bag

Frozen Temptm Toppings

Lean
Cuisine

ID

Pork
But*

Frito Lay
Doritos

DftilsH

Totlnos

1202
PlZZa
Pkg
(Selected varieties) Stouffers Frozen
Entrees
.^^
£

Smoked
Picnics . .
4 To 8-iD Avg Fresn whole

Sauce ....

Candy . . . .Bag

a TO 8-ib Avg wnoie

Tortilla Chips

99
Fun Size Snickers. 3 Musketeers Milky Way
Plain or Peanut

5-LD
. Bag

I Plus Deoos

Black
Label

Kroger Refrigerated
Natural

California

US NO 1 Juice

fag

Eignt
16-Oz
. Btis
12-Pak 12.-0Z Cans Reg or ngnt
Caning Beer

Cereal

2

"BOX

J59
59

I

Kellogg's
Corn Flakes ?«°'
HO*

unbleached, All Purpose or
Self Rising

Pillsburys
Best Flour

Cram Fed Choice Full Cut

Boneless
Round steak

<|99

Fresn Ho/li/ forms

Chicken Leg Lb
Quarters . . . •
48-Ct Medium or 32-Ct. Large
Disposable Diapers

Supreme
Comforts

Each

Campus living

Activities: B-2-3
Arts/Entertainment: B-4-5
Sports: B-6-8
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Halloween provides fun of dressing up
ing or renting a costume of another
design. Curry said.
Another aajsTM that is always
popular is the 1920a flapper for
women, which is usually accompanied by the gangster costume for
men. Curry said.
Harem girl and belly dancer
costumes are also popular among
woman tbia year, and musketeer
costumes are popular among men.
Curry said.
Rather than buy a complete
costume, some people buy acceaaories such aa sunglasses,
makeup and masks and design their
own costume, Curry said.
Frances Gum, owner of Vee Ann's
in downtown Richmond, sells "all
kinds" of costumes.
Gum said her ratio of student
customers during Halloween is not
aa high aa it once was, but aha still
deals with several students who rent
costumes for sorority or fraternity
parties and for downtown bar
activities.
Gum, who makes moat of her
costumes herself, said the latest ad
Mtitwtm t** t—| aajajejaaj sit a pilgrim
costume and some poodle skirts.
Gum has also acquired a dark,
long haired wig which can be used
for an Elvira, Piiuceea of Darkness,
costume, which Gum said has
become popular.
Gum said people like to drees up
University students have a varie- at Halloween because they can exty of tastes in coshmee and a ercise their creativity sad just be
variety of waya of acquiring themselves.
"The true self comes out at Hallocostumes.
Some make their own, while ween," Gum said.
"They don't have to put on a lot
others buy or rent from costume
of airs. They can just relax and have
shops.
Karen Curry, an employee at Off- fun," she said.
Amy Davidson, an employee at
Broadway Costumes in Lexington,
said university students often rent Jackie's Baloona and Dolls on the
costumes from Off-Broadway, Eastern By-Paaa. said Jackie's sells
and orders costumes that, customers
which rents adult costumes.
The most popular costume among may select from a catalog in the
students this year is the California store.
raisin, which Off-Broadway does not
Davidson said Freddie Kruger.
from the "Nightmare on Elm
carry. Curry said.
The raiafct craze evolved too late Street" film series, and Jason, from
in the year for costume companies the "Friday the 13th" film series,
and shops to design raiain costumes, costumes are moat popular among
and moat students are making their Jackie's customers this year.
Jackie's also sells masks, makeup.
own raiain costumes instead of buy-

By Amy CaediU
Features editor
la it possible that another Halloween is poking its crooked nose
around ■ damp and shadowy corner
to chill us all the way to November?
During the next few days, witches, pirates, harem girla and even
a few California raisins will prowl
the streets of Richmond and communities all over the country.
Some will roam in search of candy and treata. while others will seek
parties and tricks. A few will dresa
up just because they always have.
Though Halloween activities
change from year to year, one aspect
of the holiday remains the same moat people like to dresa up.
Adults aa well ae children plan for
weeks, and even months, what they
will wear on Halloween, and
creativity and originality in design
are sought by all.

"The true self comes out at Halloween."
- Frances Gum, Vee Ann's
disguise sticks (paint on a stick that
can be need to color hair or akin),
and other accessories and also accessorizes all costumes with

Jackie Cruse, owner of Jackie's
Balloons and Dolls, said ahe has also
ordered Spuds MacKaozie and Alf

"We have slot of college students
that come at here and buy," David-

Nancy Hardin. a sophomore
public relations major from Mount

Progress illustrationrThomas Marsh
Sterling, said she plans to dress as to like about dressing up for Halloween is trying to r«eea who people
a banana for Halloween.
Hardin said her mother made her are. The chance to be aaatrve is also
banana pagjaaja, which ahe has had appealing, ahe said.
"It's just a lot of fun," Hardin
for about a year.
Hardin said the costume was said.
made of yellow and brown fabric
Whatever the reason, Halloween
and had a mesh face so she could see has its place on the calendar, and it
through it
looks as though it will always be apHardin draaass up for Halloween preciated aa the time when it's okay
almost every year.
to defy the norm and do something
Hardin said one thing people
different.

Faculty experience foreign art, authorship
Visiting instructor
studies art in Italy

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Karen Spears is a visiting art instructor.
By Torn Wtaemaa
8ta!f writer
Europe baa long been known
aa the artist's paradise. Most
people learn about its romantic
history through ancient history
books and not by actually experiencing the feeling of easing
Europe's moat coveted pieces of
art in person.
But one university art teacher
got the chance of a lifetime when
aba qualified to spend 10 weeks
in Europe practicing, leaiiihm
■ml experiencing art at its finest.
Karen Spears, 32, a visiting in
structor in the art department
who is originally from Dallas and
formerly from Louisville, baa
bean involved with art for many
years now.
Spears attended college at the
University of Louisville where
she got bar bachelor's degree in
art. She received her master's
degree ai art from the Southern
Illinois University.

She baa been teaching art for
a few years and has done most of
bar teaching at U of L and Jefferson Community College. She
has been teaching at the univeraity for one year.
Spears aperiaHiee in painting
but does a lot of work in drawing,
she said.
Over the past summer, Spears
applied for what ■ called "a
visiting artiat residence"
through the University of
Georgia that consisted of spending 10 weeks in Europe, mainly
Italy, studying Europe and its
traditions.
"The thing I enjoyed seeing
the most was the Vatican
museums in Rome, and primarily the Siatine ceiling" ahe said.
"I've seen It before, but I
hadn't seen it since they started
cleaning it, and they've cleaned
off a large portion of the ceiling,
and it is starting to look much
brighter and more beautiful."

Speara added.
Spears said ahe learned a lot
from going to all the museums
about all the art she hadn't seen
before.
Also, she said bar language
skills improved, and ahe learned
a lot from the Italian people.
European art is much different
from art m the United States.
said Speara.
"They have a longer history
over there When you are talking
about something being old over
there, you're talking about
eomethtag from the 13th or 14th
century aa opposed to hare, old
is maybe 26-46 years old,"
Spears said.
She said art in Italy is a lot different in that it cornea from a
much deeper heritage.
"You might eee things from
the middle agee or else from
before Christ." ahe said
While in Italy. Spears said she
did roughly eight small pain tings
and approximately 12 drawings.
Spears said ahe realizes there
isn't a lot of money in being an
artiat but than again, there will
alwaya be stars in every
profeeaion.
Speara feds anyone can learn
how to draw, paint and sculpt
with enough training and the
right instructor.
"But when you come to what
the definition of what talent is
end what makes aomaone really
apodal, than I think that it is a
visual thing that can't be
taught." Spears said.
" Art ia another way of looking
at your world. If you don't have
that sharp sensibility that your
visual sense gives you, which all
of us have two eyes to see and
look at the world, than you are
not experiencing the world in it's
fullest sense," Spears said.
"Artists generally have a
sharp visual sense," she added.
Speara will be sharing her art
skills further this summer when
ahe teaches art in France from
the first of May until the end of
June.

Teacher promotes
selling one's talents
in job search book
By Giaa Ranyoa
Staff writer
Robert K. Landrum, university profeaaor and former banker,
believes the first step in launching a successful job campaign
ia getting to know oneself.
The topic of self assessment is
just one of the many subjects
iliemeeerl in Landrum's recently
finished bock, "Sell Self."
Brownell T. Landrum, 29, Landrum'a youngest daughter,
helped him write the book.
The book, which provides a
practical approach to job hunting, ia written for people from
age 16 to 60 who are looking for
jobs or making career changes,
Landrum said.
"It is a book to help anyone at
any age conduct a job search, "he
The aim of the book is to encourage job aaajajw to think of
themselves aa products with
diatindtive char acteristica to be
marketed to employers.
"Whan you're trying to gat a
job or searching for a career,
you're selling yourself. Therefore,
you are the product," Landrum
"Sell Self" will have a
workbook, which will be sold
tcpajataly.
The workbook will include self
tests on personal interests, aptitudes and values It will also
contain sample letters, sample
resumes and rninrriim fmtriiant
ly asked by employers.
The initial step in lifting a job
campaign of the ground is making; a peieonal self assessment,
Landrum said.

Robert Landrum
To be triumphant in a job
search, Landrum aaid individuals
should have some insight into
their abilities, attitudes and
values.
He said after they have made
this self examination, they are in
a better position to select a job
suited for them.
"If yon find a job in which you
have inter eat, then you are more
likely to succeed." be said
Landrum, who
teaches
management and jweiaiiiel administration at the university,
said another key element in conducting a good job search is feeling confident about yourself and
your abilities.
He said people can build confidence by «*»p4fMaf*^g on the
things they do well or average.
As a youngster, Landrum aaid
he lacked self confidence.

"I found that I could gain
some confidence by doing better
in school than I could do otherwise," aaid landrum "So I tried
to apply myself in school."
"I found that if I'd go to class
and sit up front, I could do well
enough in school to get by and
shine if possible,' Landrum said.
"No parent ever taught me
this. I waa just lucky that I had
a fairly good head to build on,"
he aaid.
Landrum aaid he has used
many of the job hunting skills
outlined in the book in his own
career as a businessman.
The idea to write "Sell Self'
originated from Landrum's
daughter, who ia a marketing
manager for Coca-Cola products
in Atlanta, Ga.
Landrum aaid he decided to
write the book because his
daughter thought it would be a
good career move for her and she
asked him to help her.
Landrum said his daughter's
job changes within the past
seven years have increased her
knowledge of the job market and
the obstacles encountered when
searching for the right job.
i He said he felt thai knowledge
would enhance her contribution
to the book.
A businessman for more than
30 years with a meater's degree
in business administration from
Harvard University. Landrum
has been both the president and
personnel manager for two
banks.
Hs was also a buaaaeaa partner
to Wallace Wilkinson.
In 1970, he waa the secretary
treasurer and the second largest
stockholder in Wilkmson's Book
Store, a cologe textbook company beaded by Wilkinson.
Landrum aaid he thought
Wilkinson was s genius and that
Wilkinson would win the gubernatorial election.
Although "Sell Self" is still in
manuscript form, Landrum said
a publisher in Charlotteeville,
Va., ia interested in the book
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Activities
Masked students invade haunted forest
By Lisa Border*

Activities editor
As you turn off U.S. Highway 52
onto a little, dark road, you will
eventually run into Camp Catalpa
Environmental Park. But during
this week, you may find more than
just a park awaiting you.
In fact, you just might want to
turn around and go back home.
If you don't lose your nerve
however, you will eventually come
upon a haunted forest that might
scare the Mfe out of you.
According to Greg Simpson, a
worker in the haunted forest, the
scene on the way to the forest sets
the mood perfectly lor what lies
ahead.

"The forest is up on a mountain, tion department's annual budget
and it's completely dark. It will because it was recently cut, accormake you wonder what you are get- ding to Bentley.
ting yourself into." said Simpson, a
"The fraternity (Lambda Chi) has
\ done a great job with their part," he
senior from Frankfort.
Those who make it past the dark added.
Simpson, a member of the Lamband scary drive to the park will find
da Chi, said their job was mainly to
a haunted forest.
find workers for the haunted forest.
The haunted forest is coHe said it takes around 40 to 50
sponsored by the Richmond parks
workers each night.
and recreation department and the
Simpson said the workers are
university's Lambda Chi Alpha
students
from
various
Fraternity.
organizations.
"Everything has gone really well
Some indude members from the
so far this year." said Joseph
Mortar Board Honorary Society,
Bentley, athletic coordinator for the
Student Senate, and also fraterntiparks and recreation department.
ty and sorority members.
The proceeds from the forest goes
Simpson said some of the
strictly toward the parks and recrea- characters in the haunted forest con-

"His mother finally had to come
sist of ghosts, monsters, a mad doctor, Dracula Freddie Kruger from and carry hkn off." added Howard,
the movie "A Nightmare on Elm a junior from Owensboro.
Tricia Stewart, vice president of
Street." and Jason from the movie
Student Senate, worked in the
"Friday the 13th."
Simpson said the two scariest are haunted forest and said she had a
great time doing so.
Freddie Kruger and Jason.
"I love participating.* she said "I
"Jason is more effective because
he just stares at you, but both of was just as scared as the people gothem get a lot of screams," he ing through,'' added Stewart, a
senior from Elizabethtown.
added.
Stewart added she thought the
Chris Howard, a Lambda Chi
member, said he has worked in the scariest part was walking through
forest three nights and has por- the tunnels because they are pitch
trayed several different characters. dark.
According to Simpson, safety
"I've scared a lot of people." he
precautions have been taken this
said.
"I even had one little kid freeze up year because of problems that occuron me. He just stood there and red last year.
He said the viewers are not allowwouldn't move," he said.

ed to touch any of the workers, and
the same goes for the workers.
"We might fall into them for a little scare, but we're not allowed to
grab them or anything like that,''
Simpson said.
He also added no smoking is
allowed since the forest is very drv,
and a fire could get started very
easily.
Stewart said there are guides to
lead customers through the forest.
"The guides are really great.
There is one leading the group with
a flashlight and one behind the
group," she said. "They make it a
lot more fun and scarier."
"It's a blast, and it can be as
scary as you want it to be," Stewart
said.

Career Day enhances
social workers' role
By Jane Singletoa
Staff writer

Social Work Career Day will offer
students an opportunity to talk to
professionals in the field of social
work, representatives from
Saduate schools of social work and
culty from the university's
program.
The career day will focus on job
opportunities in a variety of social
work fields, first hand experiences
of workers kt the field and on the
social work program itself.
Social Work Career Day will be
held Nov. 4 in the Kennamer Room
of the Powell Building Events are
scheduled from 9:30 am. to 2:30
p.m., and students are ktvited to attend all or any part.
JoAnn Mudd, a junior in social
work, changed her major from nursing to social work after attending
a career day program during her
sophomore year.
"Tins is a good erperience for any
student," Mudd said, "but especially good for the undeclared student."
Mudd said social work offers a
wide variety of career choices and
opportunities to work with all age
groups.
Penni Baker, president of the
social work club, said there are so
many options with a social work

Besides the commonly known
jobs of hairing abused children and
those on welfare. Baker said there
are also jobs as a school social
worker who specializes k counseling
for the younger generation and
hospital social workers who help patients find resources after being
released. Hospital social workers
often work with the elderly, she
added.
Other areas include industrial
social workers, psychiatric social
workers and also prison social
workers.
"Social workers believe everyone
should have self-determination, and
we help them realize their own
capabilitee,' Baker said.
Baker said the career day will help
students learn more about the job
of a social worker.
"There is more to being a social
worker than what people see on
TV," she said.
"We are not bleeding heart
liberals who are trying to save the
world," added Baker, a senior from

Bam
Baker said social workers try to
enhance problem solving, coping
and developmental capacities of
people, as well as link them with
resources so they can help
themselves and make their own

goals.
She added they also try to "promote effectiveness and humane
operations that provide people with
resources so they can develop and
improve a social policy."
The executive director of Kentucky Youth Advocates. David
Richart, wil be the career day
keynote speaker.
Kentucky Youth Advocates is a
privately funded organization concerned with children whose rights
are being violated.
A panel of four social work practitioners wul represent a variety of
specialties from both private and
public agencies.
Three ■fcimwi of the university's
social work program will discuss
how their degress prepared them for
the work they are doing.
Representatives from graduate
schools of social work at the University of Kentucky, the University of
Louisville and the Baptist
Theological Seminary will be
available to talk to students.
Representatives from graduate
schools in surrounding states will
also be present.
If a student likes to work with
people and enjoys the challenge of
problem solving, social work may be
an appropriate choice, Mudd said.

Now that you've gotten into
Eastern Kentucky, IBM can help youl
get more out of it.
Tin- mud In graduation is paved
with term papers, lah reports, cramming,
all-nighters and, of course, exams.
In ease that journev and awaken
vour professors to vour exceptional
abilities, we Miggest the newest member
of the IHM" Personal System/2" family:
the Model 25 Collefiate.
Its a high-powered personal computer \\ nli advanced gi;i|ilii.■- capabilities.
designed to lit on your desk without
adding to the clutter, And it comes with
a generous 6441 KB memory, two 3.5"
diskette drives and an aid package ever)
student can appreciate—a hig discount.
Microsoft >\ a reg.Merrt Trademark of the Microsoft Corporation IBM is a regi
oflhtlme»r\atiorialBusi->essMarh.ri*sCorpora!'0" t IBM 1987

plus Microsoft* Windows 1.04, Write. Paint.
Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and a mouse,
I'op in the load-and-go diskette and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help
you write and revise long paper* and
illustrate vour points by combining
word- and graphics. So your professors
will draw favorablecxmclusionsabout
your work.
lor more information on the Model
25 Collegiate, visit the I MM Education
Product Cooniinator on campus.
Ybullquickh learn how to get the
most out ol (he IHM Personal =^= ='

System/2.

MakinQ faces
Progress photo/Mike Morris
Susan Arnold, a senior from Lexington, participated in the pumpkin carving contest sponsored
by Beckham and Mc&eary halls Tuesday nght. The contest was held in the lobby of Bedcham Hall.

COMPLETE EYE CARE
EYEGLASSES - CONTACTS

WIDE SELECTION OF FASHIONABLE
EYEGLASSES TO CHOOSE FROM
Specially Designed Contact Lenses For Astigmatism By
BA USCH A LOMB and H YDROCUR VE

EXTENDED WEAR LENSES
Can Be Worn Up To Two Weeks Without Removing Or Cleaning

'Let Professionals
Care For Your Eyes"
WILLIAM R. ISAACS
Optomatriat

DR. C L. DAVII
OptomatHat

OR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optomafcriat

22S W. M«n
Richmond. Ky
Insurance Welcome
Medical Cards
Credit Terms
Available

Open Mon - Sat
8:30 am - 6:00 pm

«=

623-3358

Member of Kentucky Optomelrlc Association

All Brands of Contacts
Son « Ssml-Soft
Psrmalsns
Bifocal Contacts
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University
achieves
97 percent
of goal

Campus clips
Student tutors needed Manuscripts requested
Tutors an needed for federal or institutional work-study in math
(calculus) and sciences for athletic
study table.
Tutors can work from one to four
nighta a week beginning at 7:16 p.m.
until 9:16. If interested see Joan
Hopkins in Room 10 of the Keith
Building.

Lecture to be offered
The Office of Student Special Services Committee will sponsor a lecture, "Counseling Center Services, "
from noon to 1 p.m. Nov. 6 in Room
A on the main floor of the Powell
Buildino>
Dr. Calvin ToUr. director of the
Counseling Center, will be guest
speaker. Everyone is invited to
attend.

Directories available
The 1987-88 Student Directories
are available at the Powell Building
Information Desk for all off-campus
students.

AURORA, a student literary
publication, is now accepting
manuscripts for the 1988 edition,
which will be published in April.
Manuscripts of short stories or
poetry should be typed, doublespaced, with name and address on
a separate cover sheet
Manuscripts and cover sheet
should be submitted to either Dr.
William Sutton in Room 312 of the
Miller Bulking or to the English .
Department in Room 217 of the '
Wallace Building. Manuscript* may
also be maisd to to A URORA. Box
367, Campus.
Deadline ia Feb.l. 1988. Final
decisions regarding acceptance ia
made by the student staff. Cash
prizes, presented on Honors' Day.
will be given to the best short story
and the beat poetry.
Any student at the university is
eligible to submit manuscripts, but
the awards are limited to
undergraduates.

Students study abroad Haunted house planned
Any student interested in studying abroad ia encouraged to stop by
the Study Abroad Fair held from
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday in the J aggers Room of
the Powell Building. For more information call 622-1478.

ARS will meet
The Association of Returning
Students will hold its next regular
meeting at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
Conference Room A of the Powell
Building. Members wil discuss the
approval of the newry proposed
Constitution.

Walters and Telford hall councils
will sponsor a Haunted House in
Walters' basement from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. Oct. 28 and 29. Admission is
fl for adults and 60 cents for
children under 12.

Vote for professors
Students are invited to vote for
their favorite professor in the College of Allied Health and Nursing
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Wednesday outside the Powell Grill and
Thursday in the Rowlett Building.
All majors are welcome to vote.

Madrigal Feast hosted Fall Festival planned

The department of music and the
Division of Food Services will present the annual Madrigal Feasts
Dec.2 through Dec. 4. Featured will
be 12 singers and instruments under
conductor Dr. David Greenlee. A
seven course meal will be served.
Tickets for the dinner will be on
sale in the Validine Office of the
Powell Bulking at 8 ajn. Nov. 4.
The price for each ticket is $12.50.
and no more than 12 tickets may be
pruchased at one time. For further
informaiton call 622-1260.

Spring advising begins

The
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church has set its annual Fall
Bazaar for Nov. 7.
There will be crafts, baked goods,
Christmas goods and a silent auction for antiques. Breakfast wUl be
served from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. for
$1.26.
Lunch wil be served from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Ihe lunch wil consist of
turkey casserole, green beans,
cranberry salad, rolls, pie and
drinks. Adult price is $6 and
children can eat for $2.60. Tickets
may be purchased in advance from
a CWF member or at the door.

By Lisa Borders
Activities editor
The university's drive to contribute to the United Way is on its
way to meeting the goal.
According to Linda Kuhnhenn,
director of the Division of Internal
Audits, the university as a whole
has received $19,926 for a total of
97 percent of the goal.
The goal for the university is
$20,600.
"The ""T*'*" was very well
organized this year, and it was vary
positive in all aspects." Kuhnhenn
said.
•
Jeanette Crockett, dean of Student Life, said the student body has
contributed $1,667 at> far, and
another $400 haa not bean turned in
yet.
She added more money will be
coming in because some student
Stretching OUt
Progress photo/Mary Haydon
organization are still having
Kim Wilson, left, a freshman from Lexington, helped Debbie Powell, nght, a senior from Winfund-raisera
chester stretch out before the walk-a-thon Sunday afternoon. Proceeds from the walk-a-thon
For example, the Inter-Fraternity
went to the United Way. Both women are members of Delta Zeta sorority.
Council and PanheUenic will i
a carnival the night before the football game against Morahsad State
Universtiy.
Also, the Residence Hall Association sponsored s Monster Bash last
night, in which the proceeds will go
to the United Way.
Pmmu at
a#f report
r^uw.
^SW
....
"I couldn't have been more pleasProgress
staff
"Things have really worked out they have had strong practices.
ed with the students' cooperation,"
Despite the fact that this year has
"This will really set the team up Crockett said.
been a rebulding one, the universi- well considering how late we got for next year," Uhling said.
started
and
what
we
had
to
work
"They had a positive attitude and
ty's women's soccer team is on its
The team has already played three were really enthusiastic and anxious
with,"
she
said.
way to building a successful progames for a record of 1-1-1.
about contributing to the campaign
Uhling said last year the team ongram, according to Barb Uhling,
One opponent was Centre College, and providing their services." she
ly played one game, and they had to which the university team defeated
senior member of the team.
"This has definitely been a cancel several other games because 3-1, and the other opponent was added.
Kuhnhenn said she feels the
rebuilding year, and it's been a very players who said they would par- Northern, who they have played
university
will reach its goal.
ticipate
never
showed
up
for
pracgood one," she said.
twice.
I feel confident that after all the
She added everyone is pleased tices or for games.
One game was a 1-1 tie. and the money has been turned in, we will
She added this year there is a lot
with the way the season and the
other game was won by Northern reach our goal." she said.
of interest among the players, and 2-1.
team itself are progressing.

Women's soccer kicks
into rebuilding season

HOT DAWG RESTAURANT

Halloween Stickers
lipstick

Jackie's Balloons
and sL

Dolls %a

Jason s Mask
Pumpkin Game

Claws
Spiders

Eyelashes
Molding Putty

Stage Blood
liquid Latex

L'eJvervJt* »hopfilf»4jC«Bt«i
Richmond Kr
(606) (.24 1211

Rubber ChKkens
Devil Horns

HALLOWEEN ITEMS

Pitch ForVs

Snakes

Cat Whiskers

Crazy Strings
Disgui'i- St del

Costumes
Halloween Balloons

Pancake

Beginning Nov. 2 all College of
Business students who have earned
17 to 48.99 semester hours should
The newly formed Young
go to the Central Advising Office in
Combs 426 to sign up for an advis- Democrats Club will hold its first
ing appointment for Spring 1988 organizational meeting at 8 p.m.
Nov. 9 in Conference Room A of the
classes. Do not include presently
enrolled hours as part of total hours Powell Buikling. Officers for the fall
and spring semesters will be elected.
completed.

Glitter Make up

Hair Gel

Democrats to meet .

Gag Gifts

Wigs

Pirate Swords
Bunny Ears
Mouse Ears

Assorted Masks
Giant Sunglasses
Spinning Bow Ties
Boxing Gloves
Nail Polish
Mustaches
Clown Noses

Hours

■UA

Mon

Sat

Sun. I 30

0-9
6

ku

Wands
Fish Net Hose
Fangs
and more'

.as in ni/»u ■

Skydiving
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY LIKE
TO TRY IT ... AT LEAST ONCE?

Saturday After the Game
Halloween Costume Party
$25.00- First Piize
Neon tight- Secitejd Prize
Other Prizes throughout Evening

——.

Food Prepared By:

B&B Catering
Bar-B-Q Plate with the Works
$2.50

Learn skydiving Irom USP*
Certified Parachute Instructors
The cost of SV.OO includes
• ALL TRAINING
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT
FIRST JUMP
CERTIFICATE
An Affiliated Cental of Ihe
United Stales Paiacnuie Association
Location Berea Richmond (Lackey's)
Airport. 6 miles south ol
Richmond. KY off US 2S

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
■l*Uk>H

\

lIsaajsjfjfA

V **

Open Wed . Sat . & Sun
10 00 am
till dark Cusses start at 10 00 am

(••S'fi

\I a—HI'
Of** ■■■ * • *""*'

Jump tame day (weather oermittlng)

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call
MSgt Dennis Underwood
(502)568-6386 Collect

606- aw am SCT. «■ «w» oi
606-873 4140 Versailles

—

*a>

J. SUTTERS
MILL

HALLOWEEN

1/2 L.B.TB0NE

MAY NEVER BEtHESAME

1/2 /DOZEN SHRIMP
INCLUDES CHOICE OF:

Only you and the ghoulishly foolish are invited to
M
J Suiter's annual diabolical Halloween scene
where the costume parade and Witches Brew are both
guaranteed to haunt you. Truly a masque of cetebrative
perversity commencing Oct. 31 at 7:00 pm and never ending!
ROCKT0BERFEST CELEBRATION "~"
ALL WEEK® THE PATIO
' ■?
•Polish & Brats
^JStS^
'
Hot Kraut & Toppings
«
fefep 12 oz. cans
only $1.00 "J1
*
onrySOe
NT0WN
135 EAST MAI

BRKED P0TRT0 OR
FRENCH FRIES
RND BRERD

$4.99
GOOD LUCK EKU COLONELS!
■

B4
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Arts/Entertainment
Helmuth wins $5, iii Two Small Bodies kicks
grant for art excellence off first tour in Richmond
^■^

U.. KM
W U._
By
Mark
Harp*
Staff writer
While arguing with his mother
on the phone, Dr. Charles
Helmuth flipped through the
mail.
As he looked at the various
envelopes, he noticed that he had
received a letter from the Kentucky Arts Council.
When he read it, he discovered
he had received a $5,000 grant.
According to Helmuth the
came as a sirprine because it was
the biggest award he has ever
received.
Applicants were asked to send
in resumes and examples of their
works, which were placed in the
categories of new genres,
film/video and visual arts.
A panel of seven out of state
professionals looked at the
resumes and individual works
and chose 10 people from the
state who met the requirements
set by the Kentucky Arts
Council.
The grant was awarded to 10
Kentucky artists who had shown
excellence, creativity in current
works, potential for artistic
growth, potential for enhancement in artistic development and
a
level of
professional
commitment
Because the professionals are
experts in their field, Helmuth
said the recognition was more important than the money "It's
nice to know what I do is
recognized." he said.
Each person selected by the
panel received a $5,000 grant
towards his field of study.
Even though Helmuth spends
a great deal of time and money
on his art works, he shows them
in exhibitions only two or three
times a year. "It's not the most
important thing for me to show
my work," he said.
Not showing his works in exhibitions diminishes the opportunity to sell his works, but according to Helmuth, "I don't
care much about selling. I don't
make 'em and sell em."
Since he does not paint for a

■■!■

————————^

I

Progress photo/Qiartie Bolton

Charles Helmuth beside a piece of his artwork.

particular person, Helmuth can
use his own imagination.
"I don't have to tailor my work
to anybody's needs," he said.
According to Helmuth, receiving recognition by a panel of ex
Krts is particularly rewarding
cause he does not expose his
art work to the public for praise
or criticism.
By teaching art classes.

Helmuth said he can see the
mistakes that the students make
in the classroom and learn from
those mistakes, and by spending
his free time painting, he can
learn from his mistakes to help
the students.

128 €. Main St

/Vrtowize

"I absolutely love what I do. I
love to teach, and I love art." he
said.

Richmond, KV 40475
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"We'll just have to come boms,
and see bow we did," Duncan said,
"December 1 is going to be a completely different scene for us."
One thing Duncan was sure of
wss that Two Small Bodies would
return to Richmond.
"We'd Ike to perform there ss
much ss possible," he said.
Two Small Bodies wil perform at
Madison Blues, located on Main
Street Nov. 4 and 5.

I

Rebuilt
Master Cylinders
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Flush ft Fill
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Electronic Tune-up
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A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES
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A GREA

SINGLES
99tf
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Just in case you're wondering what to bring.

YOU WON'T NEED:
Coupons
Calendar
Student I.D.
Generous friends

YOU WILL NEED:
A big appetite
A little money.

EKU
S

Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday - Saturday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Lube, Oil ft Filter

Rorney Ale >on>)er
Au>o '»-- hi

A GREA'

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS

Up <o *> quoit o' Qua**' State- ' 0w J rtt« Wts-r
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STEAK HOUSE

11/1*87

SERVICE

WeII(omp<«i»l> *W» »Ow' 'OOVr'O' ondtooting
tyVprn chetk all belt, Hoset ota* »o'** pu»*p am,
'•*iH wnfh up 'o 7 gal*o*n ot orn.rre»»f# cookirn

531 Big Hill five., Richmond

624-2990

of the other forms of berth control
besides getting an abortion.
"I think it would be highly
desirable to get people educated
about birth control and to make
sure that brth control hi available
to them at a reasons bis cost. I think
this would cut down on the high
rates of abortion," she said.
Brad Birch, a youth minister at
the Red House Baptist Church, is in
charge of the debate. It was his idea
to have a debate on this topic.
He acknowledged be has a limited
amount of understanding about the
issue, which is a reason why be
wants students to come to the
debate and hear both sides of the
issue. He said many students probably feel the same way he does.
"I would like the debate to show
students that there are two sides of
the abortion issue," Burch said. "I
think students will get a better
understandkig about the issue if
they will listen to these two
speakers."

Mo»'cOMar*lt>gh'»fi.

Prices Good thru Nov. 8,1987

50*>
OFF
SALAD BAR

i •

prefers touring as a means of
promotion.
"Touring is 99 percent of it.
That's whet seems to work best.
That's what ws like to do best." he
said.
As of now, the group has no
definite plans as to what it plans to
do after the month-long tour.

A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES

(w/fri approved credit)
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Grise said this would not be her
first debate on abortion. She has
been involved in the issue many
times before.
Grise stressed that she was for
abortion rights for women but not
entirely for abortion.
"I think it is very regrettable that
some people use abortion as a need
of atbirth control." Cries said. "If
an abortion is performed because a
woman's health isn't good enough
for her to be pregnant, then I think
it is a very sound reason for her to
have one."
Grise said people should be aware

90 Days Same As Cash

Live Entertainment, Drink Specials, and
Our Fabulous Pasta - Call For Details
Call for carry out
624-0328

HI

Prabell

WIZE

Richmond's Only
COMPLETE
Auto Parts Store
& Tire Center

COME ENJOY
THE BLUES!

I

Grise

Auto Parts ft Service Center

Pub 6t Posta House

Iks

By Kenneth HoDowsy
Staff Writ*
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
1973 that a woman could have an
abortion by a licensed doctor during
the first three months of her
pregnancy.
This landmark derision has sparked much controversy between people who oppose abortion and people
who favor abortion rights.
At 9 p.m. Nov. S. Martin Hall will
be the site of a debate that will focus
on this issue.
The two people debating are the
the Rev. Paul Prabell of the Catholic
Newman Center, and Martha S.
Grise, an associate professor of
English
"Basically, I am for the right for
the fetus to live because it is alive,
Prabell said.
Prabell said many people have
corns to him for advice about abortion, and he is willing to listen and
counsel anyone who may be confused sbout the issue.

GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES

oclison Blues

I

are from Lexington, the band's
"beet radio play in the state was
coming out of Richmond," which
Duncan attributed partly to
WDMC. the campus radio station.
"They (WDMC) realty supported
our 46 when it came out," he said,
referring to the group's first single,
which included the songs, " Don't
Talk" and 'Salty Dawg."
The other two members of the
band are Chris Casey and Joe
Effron.
In addition to this tour. Two
Small Bodies, which has been
together for a li tile more than two
years, hopes to promote its album
with a video of interviews with the
members and five or six songs from
the album. The video is currently being filmed in Lexington.
Still, Duncan said, the band

Abortion to be debated

V.Y.Y»Viy,YeY.Ve-.Y.Y,Y.VeY,V.Y,
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By Jensifer Feldman
Art. editor
Two Small Bodies, a progreeai ve
rock group from Lexington, will
kick off a 16-city tour ID Richmond
Nov. 4 and 6 to promote its first
album, "12 Not 7."
J«ff Duncan, on* of the three
members in the band, said the group
wanted to perform in Richmond
first because of the encouraging
response it received whan it played
at local nightclubs last fall
According to Duncan, Two Small
Bodies has benefited from playing
in Richmond.
"Richmond helped our local audience a lot It's definitely given us
a boost," he said.
The band has received "bits and
pieces" of national airplay, according to Duncan, but although they

1094 Barnes Mill Rd.

|
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HAMBOROERS

Every day after 5:00pm - no limit.
For a limited time only!

Oflbr good at participating Wendy's. Cheese, Bacon and tax extra. Not valid with any othor offer.
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Guard
entices
crowd

Halloween rekindles
childhood memories
Ah. fall.

Have you ever watched a half time
show and wondered, "Who are those
people, and why are they twirling
those, those things?" Well, here's
your ana wet.
Rocky Bkider. a senior musk
education major aid a former
member of the color guard (the
group of people who twirl those
"things"), amid. "Color guard is an
art form, a means of expression. It
utilizes flags and other visual equipment, as well as dance and body
movement to visually enhance
music."
The name color guard comes from
the color that is used by band
members to help entertain
spectators.
The colors of a flag or streamer
range from bright, shocking colors
to soft pastel colors. The colors help
set the mood for a particular song.
Bright, shocking colors are used
when the music is loud and brassy;
soft colors are used for ballads and
love songs.
The guard is a very important
part of the marching band, according to Marie Whitlock, the band
director at the university.
Some band directors feel the
guard is so important that they will
pay $200-1700 for a guard instructor who choreographs the flag work
and dance moves.
The university holds band camps
throughout the summer.
Many high school bands spend a
week at the university learning
music, drils and equipment work.
According to Ken Miskill, a
sophomore musk education major
and a guard instructor for Bardstown High School and Pulaski
County High School said spending
a week at a band camp helps the color guard members more than if they
were just practicing on their own
because the students have less
chance of missing practices and
rehearsals.
According to Whitlock, the equipment work the guards do takes
months of practice.

j [ 11 < ■ n, i <

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Fastern Bv-Pass next to Holiday Inn

Denise Turner, an undeclared
sophomore and a member of the
guard, said the guard was not well
organized this year because it did
not have an instructor to
choreograph its equipment work.
According to Turner, some of the
guard members had quit at the
beginning of the season, which left
the guard with eight members.
According to Whitlock, most of
the people in high school color
guards are freshmen, sophomores
and juniors because seniors don't
have enough time to practice.

Neighbors laughed or feigned
fright appropriately as they filled
our sacks with treats A jack olantem decorated every porch.
Back at home, we emptied our
loot so Mom and Dad could check
for opened candy.

Jennifer
Feldman

We traded Snicker's for MAMs
and picked out the "yucky stuff
that Mom would distribute to the
diehard trick or treaters when we
ran out of candy, which we always
did.

The seeds were sau teed in a skillet
of oil and eaten as we marvelled at
our pumplun on the front porch "The best one on the block."
We went to bed with visions of
ghosts, bats and black cats in our
dreams.
When The Day finally arrived
(and October seemed to last 60 days
back then) there were school Halloween parties complete with
homeroom mothers and cupcakes
and goody bags. We played games,
won prizes, sang Halloween songs
to the tunes of Christmas carols and
couldn't wait for the bell to ring.
Much later, or so it seemed, we
were fitted in our costumes and
ready to go.
"Wear a sweater," Mom warned.
So we'd put one on to appease her
but take it off as soon as we were
out of view. We couldn' t hinder our
facade, afterall.
There was nothing odd back then
about a pack of lads running around

111' 111 > 111111 ■ I ■ 11111

A lot of thst's changed now.
M any parents are afraid to let their
children go door to door on Halloween. Those children who are allowed to go trick or treating sometimes
near, "No candy. I forgot it was
Halloween," at a neighbor's door.
The treats they do receive are
scrutinized. X-rayed and cut open.
Pumpkins don't decorate as many
porches as they once did. Some
cities have even banned trick or
treating.
Since when did holidays start
growing old with us?
People stll decorate Christmas
trees and hide Easter eggs.
Not so with Halloween. Mom probably won't have to give out any
yucky stuff this year.
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' OCT. 29

University Singer and Concert Choir NOV. 3
Brock AixStorium 7:30 p.m.

J M1111M' I

OCT. 30

Arlington House Affair
(Murder Mystery Dinner)
Arlington
6:00 p.m.
$3500 per person
622-1444 for reservation

Abortion Debate
MamnHal -Free
9.00 pxa
Marching Band Highlights
Concert - Brock Aucfitortum
7 JO pm. - Free

NOV. 4

Brass Choir Concert
Brock Auditorium
7:30 p.m. - Free

CL0SE0UTS
LARGE SELECTION
Converse • Pony • Adidas
New Balance • Reebok

1

tf^BEA
WINNER !

PIZZA
i

FAST

FREE
DELIVERY.

NOV»LCNOM*raXA

10«:7j£'s

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA

i

HOME OF

THEPONY,
PONY...
Buy One Pizza, Get one Free. Always.

tfW

LIFETIME BRAKE
SPECIAL

623-2102
805 Eastern By-Pass. Suite 5 • Richmond, Kentucky

(EXPRESS CARRY OUT • EXTRA M.00 OFF • ALWAYS)

$49.95

AT PARTICIPATING STORES • LIMITED DELIVERY AREA

(MOST VEHICLES)

SPECIAL TOPPINGS

STOCK MUFFLER
year warranty
•most cars
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ART AND ENTERTAINMENT HIGHLIGHTS

A student practices with the colorguard.
Unlike the band members who
play a musical instrument, guard
members ate more exposed to the
audience.
Whitlock said if a band member
misses a note or does not play in
tune, most people will not know, but
if a guard member misses a certain
move or count, everyone knows
because the flag is so visual
The university's color guard has
dropped in size in the past years
because some members did not have
the time to practice, which put a
strain on BsHMMJeJa^ members as
well as on the band.

in costumes, carrying pilow cases,
laughing and shrieking with Dsd in
tow.

Tuned in

It's a time when the leaves turn
colors, the air becomes brisk and
fast food reetaraunta begin serving
hot chocolate.
As an added bonus to the seasonal
change, we get Halloween.
Or at least, we used to.
Remember when Halloween
didn't begin on Oct. 31. but Oct. 1
with the annual costume hunt?
We ull had visions of elaborate,
detailed disguises guaranteed to
scare, surprise or fool anyone. Even
Grandma would be clueless.
As the month progressed and the
weather became more characteristic
of the holiday, we brought home
construction paper jack-o-Ian terns
and paper plate witch faces, and told
each other how we were going to
stay up aO night and get so much
candy we'd probably have to carry
pillow cases
We said we'd soap windows and
ring doorbells and jump out and
scare little kids. This, when we were
little kids ourselves.
A couple of days before we would
make our entourage through the
neighborhood. Dad brought home a
pumpkin and the ceremonial carving would begin.
Dad got to do all the fancy knife
work, but we got to stick our hands
through the top and puD out handfuls of "pumpkin guta."

By Mark Harpe
8taff writ*
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SAUSAGE, PEPPERONI, GROUND BEEF, HAM,

$19.95

BACON, MUSHROOMS, ONIONS, GREEN
PEPPERS, BLACK OLIVES, GREEN OLIVES,

(INSTALLED)

HOT PEPPERS, ANCHOVIES.

exhaust pro
SPEEDY LUBE & BRAKES
Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, Ky. 40475
624-0190

Sun-Thur 4 p.m.-l a.m. Fri & Sat 4 p.m.-2 a.m.
rout

EXPRESS

PIZZA

EXPRESS

PIZZA

PONY

EXPRESS

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

2 SMALL
PIZZAS

WITH ONE
TOPPING

WITH ONE
TOPPING

WITH ONE
TOPPING

$Q 99

•7."

UPMCS II )• DATS

EXPIRES

m 30

OATS

PONY

PIZZA

2 LARGE
PIZZAS

9.

BRING IN THIS AD

PONY

$

5."

EXPIRES IN 11 OATS

EXPRESS

PIZZA

-PONY PONY
PARTY PAC
.

4 14" 1 TOPPING
PIZZAS
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IS!l
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19."
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Colonels chill Penguins 14-7 Govs looking
to spoil party
By Brent Rimer
Sport, editor
When measuring the success of
the university footbal team this
season, the fourth quarter is a good
place to lay down a ruler
A short touchdown run by Colonel's tailback Elroy Harris early in
the final period propelled his team
to a 14-7 win over Youngs town
State University before 9,060 fans
at Stambaugh Stadium.
"It doesn't matter when you do it,
just that you win." said university
football coach Roy Kidd, whose
team moved to 2-1 ri the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Middle Tennessee State University continues to lead the league with
a 2-0 mark after playing a nonconference game Saturday.
Harris' run was set up when
James Crawford darted and
straight-armed his way for 36 yards
from his own 37.
Perhaps no one felt the wrath of
the Colonels more than Youngstown
quarterback Trenton Lykes, who
waa sacked four times for 33 yards
in losses and was run out of bounds
for minus yardage on more than one
occasion.

"He's very elusive," said defensive end Aaron Jones. "He got away
from me a couple of times."
Jones said he was told by the
coaching staff to look out for the
draw play early in the game, but
that r.hinlraig changed later.
"After halftime. we got the go
ahead (for the pass rush) from
(defensive coordinator) coach (Jack)
Ison," said Jones, who had two
tackles behind the Youngstown line
of scrimmage.
In the second half, the Penguins
managed only 41 yards offensively
against a defensive unit that was
without all-OVC performer Harold
Torrena, who hurt his knee and was
out for much of the action.
"We played probably the best
defensive game we've played all
year," Kidd said. "I don't think we
blitzed more than twice. We were
getting to turn (Lykes) without blitzing."
The Colonels took an early lead on
their first possession driving 55
yards in seven plays culminating in
a one-yard plunge by Crawford, who
finished with a season high 176
yards on 29 carries.

Photo by Jack Frost

Colonels swarmed Youngstown quarterback Trenton Lykes Saturday.
After forcing a Penguin punt, the
Colonels missed out on another scoring opportunity when James Campbell failed to convert a 43-yard field
goal attempt.
Lykes then found wide receiver
Elliot Fed open at midfield for what
turned out to be a 67-yard catch and
run.
With the ball at the Colonels' 7.
the Penguins were turned away.
Lykes gained six on second down,
but the next two runs were stopped
cold, and the score remained 7-0.
"They had the momentum getting
down there, and we shut them
down," said linebacker Ron Jekel
■ who assisted on six tackles. "It took
I a little fight out of them."
Pete Rekstis then took a Jeff
Johnson punt at the 50 and ran it
back to the Colonels' 6 where
Johnson made the tackle.
Lykes went back to Fed with a
pass from there, and John Dowling
added the point after to knot the
score.
Later in the second quarter, Harris, who carried 18 times for 107
yards, romped 30 yards down field
setting up a 19-yard field goal attempt by Campbell.
The kick was wide, and the score
would stay even until the fourth
quarter.
"James is losing his confidence."

Kidd said. "He's kind of his own
worst enemy, but he's got a great
leg."
Quarterback Lorenzo Fields said
he wouldn't mind leading a
wishbone attack after another
tough passing game.
"We wanted to pass, but it would
have been better if we completed
some," said Fields, who was good on
two of seven attempts for 13 yards.
Kidd said running the wishbone,
primarily a running formation with
three backs, has been "talked
about," but according to offensive
coordinator Leon Hart, would be difficult to install in midseason.
Whether they win the conference
or not. Fields believes the final three
games are still important for an at
large bid to the playoffs.
"If we win these next three
games, we'l go anyway," Fields
predicted.
"HopefuUy, if we win the rest of
our games, we'll meet Middle again,
and this tune it'll be a different outcome," Jones said.
• • •
The Colonels' are ranked 13th in
this week's Associated Press Division I-AA football poL
Middle Tenneasee, the OVC
leader, is tied for 20th after losing
to Winstoo-Smlem State University
Saturday.

BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Q>rps. The caduceus on the left
means you're pan of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar.
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

AAITs
Sean McQuire
Perry Goldfarb
Tyler Scott
Kellis Metcalfe
Rob Ellis

their new
Pi Guys!
Mark Meyers
Russell Romine
Jeff Johnson
Bob Stocks
Scott Young
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Progress staff report
For the second time this season,
three players on the university football team were honored for by the
Ohio Valley Conference in one week.
James Crawford, a senior tailback
from Palmetto, Fla.. was named Offensive Player of the Weak.
He gained 176 yards on 29 carries
in Saturday's win at Youngstown.
John Jackson, a senior from Cincinnati was named Offensive
Lineman of the Week, performing
his blocking assignments successfully 91 percent of the time.
Jessie Small, a junior defensive
end from Boston, Ga., garnered
Defensive Player of the Week
honors.
Small was in on five quarterback
sacks Saturday.

By Brent Rianar
Sports editor
It's still October, but the
university football team will play
its final home game of the year
at Hangar Field against Austin
Peay State University at 1:30
p.m. Saturday.
Colonel fans will say farewell to
20 seniors, who may or may not
be playing their final horns game.
If the »»■■««•■" make the Division I-AA pkyoffs. another home
date nught just be added to the
schedule after all.
The Governors of Austin Peay
enter the contest with a 2-6
overall record and are 1-3 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
They will attempt to rebound
from a 27-0 kiaa to Western Kentucky University in Clarksville,
Term, last Saturday.
"It seems like we never play
with a great deal of intensity
against Austin Peay," said
university football coach Roy
Kidd. "I'm always scared about
being flat against a team that's
not having a good year."
Kidd said ha hopes the
pregame wemoniss honoring
the seniors will help get his team
motivated.
The Governor's season got off
to a spectacular start whan they
defeated Kansas State University of the Big Eight Conference
26-22.
Since that first game, they
have managed ordy one more
win, that coming against
Morehead State University.
Austin Peay head coach
Emory Hale said ha wishes he
had been more successful in
recruiting Lorenzo Fields, the
university's
starting
quarterback.
The Governors have not been
the same toam since their star-

ting signal caller. Dale Edwards
was lost for the season to a
broken leg he suffered in their second game of the year.
Since than, backup quarterback Sammy Gholston missed
action because of turf toe, a condition caused by playing on artificial surfaces.
Hale even resorted to using a
wide receiver at that position on
one occasion.
"We have quarterback musical
chairs really," Hale said.
Hale said Gholston, who has
completed 38 of 90 passes for 469
yards, will be ready for this
week's game.
"He reminds me a lot of Lorenzo Fields," Hale said. "He's really a talented young man."
Hale is always high on split
end Dean Edwards, the twin
brother of the injured quarterback, who has caught 21 passes
for 290 yards.
"He's got good hands, he's
smart and he catches the ball
well in a crowd," Hale said.
Defensively. Austin Peay has
relied on linebackers Robert Joy
and Calvin Johnson to stop opposing offenses. Both players
have been in on more than 65
tackles for the season.
Hale said his team has struggled in many areas, but it has the
potential to improve offensively.
"We're krid of in s look-see
situation," Hale said.
The Governors haven't beaten
the Colonels since 1977 when
Austin Peay won the league title
under present Midde Tennessee
State University coach James
"Boots" Donnelly.
"We're 2-6. It's difficult to get
their attention," Hale said. "It's
difficult for us to think we're going to win."
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Team
readies
for OVC

Winkler, Kantz
ignite spikers

By Brent Risner
Sports editcr
A week before the Ohio Valley
Conference cross country champion
ships may not have been the best
time to be facing strong competition, but university track and cross
country coach Rick Erdmann said
he didn't feel like sitting out this
weekend.
Facing the University of Tennessee and the University of Kentucky, the university cross country Women start race in the Webber Invitational at
teams did not run well at the Don
beat Wright State last week, and ray State University and Austin
Webber Invitational at Arlington
they beat us pretty handily," Erd- Peay State University, who tied for
Golf Course, according to Erdmann
mann said.
the title a year ago.
"I would have liked to beat TenErdmann said senior Rk iVeaver
"This would be the sixth straight
nessee," Erdmann said regarding
stepped in s hole on the course, rein- year, but this one is going to be the
the women's race. "We had beaten suring a knee, and had to drop out
hardest," Erdmann said of the
them the last two years."
of the race.
women's race.
The Volunteers beat the universiPeter Mundin was the team's top
Murray should be the odda on
ty women by two points in the stan- finisher in 16th place.
favorite Saturday, according to
dings, but UK won the event, placNow, Erdmann has his sights set Erdmann.
ing five runners in the top 10.
He said Murray's Jackie Muron winning the conference titles
The Colonels finished third as Saturday at Arlington
zynowski is the top contender as inChristine Snow lad the team,
The women's race begins at 9:45 dividual champion.
finishing ninth, followed by Lias am followed shortly thereafter by
But Erdmann is not willing to
Malloy, who came in 10th.
the men's competition.
concede that title either.
The men's team finished sixth
Erdmann s women will attempt to
"I think Christine (Snow) is
among nine teams in the standings. defend their title for the sixth time, capable of beating her," Erdmann
"We didn't run well because we while the men hope to upend Mursaid of his senior who won the con-

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Arlington Golf Course.
ferencein 1984.
Murray and Austin Peay can be
expected to fight it out for the men's
team title. Erdmann said.
The Racers return three runners
who finished in the top 20 in the
OVC in 1986.
Erdmann said he felt Keith Abel
of Murray and Barry Phelphs of
Austin Peay were the top runners in
the field, but that Mundin had "an
outside shot" of winning the race.
Teamwise, Erdmann feels Weaver
is important to the team's chances.
"If we get Weaver back, we can
compete," he said. "Weaver's been
the catalyst When he's run well.
we've been running weO."

Women's tennis players win at Murray
By Brent Rianer
Sports editor
The i-niversity's women's tennis
team took a more individual approach to its outing this weekend in
the Murray State Invitational
Tournament.
Each player won at least won
match in singim competition as did
each doubles team during the tournament that featured seven teams
including Ohio Valley Conference
rivals Middle Tennessee State
University and host Murray State
University.
"Middle I don't think is a threat.
and Murray is still a threat along
with Austin Peay," said university
woman's tennis coach Sandra Martin regarding the race for the OVC
title to be decided next spring.
Martin's No. 1 singles player.

Nicole Wagateff. lost for the first
"She did a super job coining
time in her young collegiate career through there," Martin said. "She
against Cathy Balldari of didn't have an easy way to go."
Southwest Missouri State Universi"I didn't know what kind of comty. The scores were 7-6. 8-4.
"She ran up against s real tough petition I'd b* facing," Duanni said.
competitor," Martin said of "I fait I played pretty well."
Senior Pam Wise was defeated by
Wagstaff. "If she played that person again, it could be an entirety dif- Celine Neefkes of Murray in
ferent story."
straight sate but came back to win
Although the tournament was set two consolation matches.
up as a single elimination event,
Dee Cannon also lost her first
Wagstaff played two more consola- round match in three seta, but retion matches and won both.
bounded to beat Angie Turn of
She defeated Julie Ross of Missouri.
Tina Cats fell in her opening
Western Kentucky University 10-6
and Nancy Benjamin of Ball State match to Western's Julie Bowen at
No. 6 singles in three sete. She then
University 10-4.
Freshman Joanne nii«nni won rallied to beat Laanns Back of
both of her No. 2 singles matches, MTSU in her consolstion match.
No. 6 singles player Tina Peruzzi
beating Bobbi Koahn of Murray 6-7,
won two consecutive matches in8-2, 6-4 in the title match.

DOUBLE
COUPONS
Coupons Good Friday, Oct. 30th Thru Tuesday, Nov. 3rd.

cluding s three set win over Murray's Nan Dsfabio before losing to
Julie Burgess of Southern Illinois
University 7-8, 6-1.
Wise and Cannon defeated the
team of Jennifer Rea and Dillard of
MTSU 6-0. 81 but lost to Balldari
and Lori Elling of Missouri in
straight sate in No. 1 doubles.
The No S doubles team of
Wagstaff and Diianni also won their
firot doubles match before losing
their next time out in three sets.
In No. 3 doubles, Cate and Amy
White were beaten by Neefkes and
Defsbio of Murray 8-2, 8-2.
Tuesday, the team ran its record
to 8-1 with win over the University
of Louisville.
The team won four out of six
singles matches and two out of three
in doubles.

By Brent Rianer
Sports editor
Her team may not yet be at its
best, but university volleyball coach
Geri Polvino has few complaints.
The Colonels won all five times to
take the Tennessee State University Invitational in Nashville, Tenn.,
over the weekend. The team's
overall winning streak stands st 10.
"We've got to be really careful
about saying we're peaking. I don't
think we've peaked yet," Polvino
said. "I'm really liking what I'm seeing."
For the second week in a row. Deb
Winkler and Patty Kantz were named to an all-tournament team.
In its first match Friday, the Colonels downed the host team 16-0,
16-4, but the team lost the services
of senior Mary Granger in the first
game for the rest of the tournament
to an injury.
"We were trying to rest Deb.
Then when Mary went down, we
lost that glue on the court,'' Polvino
said, adding that Winkler is still being bothered with back problems.
Cumberland University, an NAIA
school, became the Colonels next
victim by a 16-6, 16-13 count.
The team then faced Kentucky
State University, a squad they had
defeated handily in a preseason
scrimmage at Frankfort.
Led by Winkler s four service aces
and nine successful attacks, the Colonels won 16-12, 16-8.
In the first game, KSU led 12-10
before the Colonels bounced back to
win.
Saturday, Fiak University, which
finished tiurd in the tournament.

put a scare into the Colonels, winning the first set 16-11 before dropping the final two 16-6.
Ohio Valey Conference foe Middle Tennessee State University fell
in two straight 16-11, 16-12.
Polvino praised the play of middle blocker Nancy Borkowski, who
filled in for Granger.
"The kid played unbelievable,"
Polvino said. "She struggled at
first, but came out hi blue chip
fashion."
Add to that injured list freshman
Sue Antkowiack, who missed the
tournament with a shoulder sprain..
Both Granger and Antkowiack
are expected to be back in time for
Friday's showdown with Morehead
State University in Waiver Gym at
7:30 p.m.
The Colonels must win to force s
tie to determine the winner of the
Northern Division in the OVC.
Each team has beaten the other
once, but the Colonels' win was at
a non-conference tournament at the
University of Kentucky. Therefore,
that win is thrown out m the OVC
standings.
After examination of the tiebreaking procedure which includes
comparing records against conference opponents, s fup of the coin
could ultimately decide who wins
the division.
The Colonels will also plsy
Youngstown State University st
1:30 p.m. Saturday.
• • •
The Redskins from Miami (of
Ohio) University downed the Colonels Tuesday night m Weaver
Gym 17-16.16-10, 19-17.

Hockey team loses two
Progress staff report
After whining four consecutive
games at home, the university field
hockey team returned to earth after
a short road trip to Missouri.
Southwest Missouri State University and St Louis University handed the Colonels losses over the
weekend, dropping the team's
record to 106 with a little more than
a week left in the season.
Rainy conditions on a turf field
bothered the Colonels in the 3-0 loss

against Missouri Saturday, according to university Said hockey
coach Linda Sharplesa
Better weather seamed to help the
Colonels performance on Sunday in
a 1-0 loss to St Louis.
"The things we hadn't done will
on Saturday we corrected,"
Sharpleas said. "I thought their
goalkeeper was the reason we didn't
score. We had nice passing, good set
ups, and we just couldn't get one

in."

CENTERI
Fjlftrn Kentucky tlnivtiuty
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Stretch Your Food Dollar!
Double The Value
Of Your Coupons!

p..„...
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BRASS

Manufacturer's Coupons

ONLY!

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17,7:30 p.m.
BROCK AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION FREE

Limit 10
Manufacturer's Coupons

Per Customer
DOUBLE COUPON RULES
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

No Tobacco or Cigarette Coupons
No FREE Coupons
Redemption not to exceed $ 1.00
Redemption not to exceed the VALUE of the Item
No Rainchecks

IX >UBI.K COUPON OFFER GOOD ONLY AT RICHMOND PICCLY WICCLY

piggly wiggly
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
7 DAYS A WEEK

Shoppers Village
Shopping Center

Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, Ky.

623-6198
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NCAA relies
on one sDort

Player makes
kicks exciting
By Kenneth Holloway
Stiff writer

'Touchdown!'
This word is always in the
mind of Danny Copeland, and.
oddly enough, he has the job of
both preventing one and scoring
one occasionally.
As a defensive comerback and
punt and kickoff returner,
Copeland wil be playing his last
game at Hanger Field on Saturday against Austin Peay State
University.
Copeland. 21 and a senior majoring in corrections from Meigs.
Ga., said it is not difficult for him
to be the return man on special
teams, a role he assumed during
the 1986
"If you are not aggressive, you
won't be able to do it, Copeland
said " It is easy to run sway from
somebody who is trying to hurt
you."
Going into last Saturday's
matchup with Youngstown State
University, Copeland, a cocaptain for the Colonels, ranked
sixth in kickoff returning in Division I-AA football with a 29 yard
average.
Last year he led the division in
kickoff returns with a 31.2
average.
He also hdds a Division I-AA
single game high, rambling for
201 yards in kickoff returns
against Marshall University
Sept. 19, the most any player has
had this season.
But Copeland said he had a
hard time catching the ball when
he first started.
"The hardest thing for me was
to concentrate on this ball that
was floating around in the air,
but once I get it, it is just natural
to run." Copeland said.
Copeland said a punt or kickoff
returner has to attack the
defense by being aggressive, not
necessarily to run into the defensive player but to run hard.

"When I see somebody stop,
then I like to think right there
that I got hkn standing back on
his heels, and most of the time I
get by those defenders who
hesitate," Copeland said.
According to university football coach Roy Kidd, Copeland
has been "very valuable" offensively ss well as defensively.
"I've always had trouble convincing him he was a better
defensive back," Kidd said. "I
had to more or less let him do it
(return punts and kickoffs)
because be wanted to carry the
ball so much"
Copeland s size, 6'1". and
weight, 205 pounds, makes him
more adapt at playing cornerback, therefore some scouts in
the National Football League
have shown an interest in him.
He said many of the scouts are
looking for players who can run
kickoffs, punts and play defensive back. He feels he fits those
requirements.
The Dallas Cowboys hsve been
corresponding with him every
week, but Copeland said that is
the only team at this time which
has contacted him.
As an experienced senior,
Copeland said he hopes he can
snow good leadership to the
younger players and keep them
involved in practices and games.

"I had to more or less
let him do it because
he wanted to carry the
ball so much."
-Roy Kidd
"I hope they watch my every
move (on the football field). I try
to lead by example and I try to
do everything (cm the field) at full
speed," Copeland said.
Kidd said injuries such as the
aches and pains Copaland's lived

Public information photo

Senior Danny Copeland returns a kickoff.
with all season, don't seem to
stop him.
"He's got to really be hurting
not to participate in practice."
Kidd said.
But no matter what happens
during the course of this season,
Copeland is glad he chose Coach
Kidd's football program at this
university.
"Coach Kidd keeps us
motivated. Each game he comes
up with a different motivation for
us playing the game," he said.
Football is not the only thing
that Copeland has excelled at He
has also won several academic
honors phis the Earle B. Combs
Athletic Scholarship last year.
"Danny's been s great student." Kidd said. "I've never had
to discipline Danny in any way."

Copeland said he has approximately a 3.6 GPA and finding
time to study is not difficult.
But when he has nagging injuries, he said it is tougher to get
the studying done.
"Injuries, that is the worst
thing that can happen to me," he
said. "When I have to take care
of my injuries, it is wry stressful
and it takes much of my energy
from me.
Copeland feels he has enough
discipline in himself to give him
the motivation to continue doing
what he's doing.
"I set many high goals for
myself," he said. "I look to do
well in everything that I do, but
I probably put too much stress
on myself because I try to shoot
for perfection, and I try to get as
much ss I can from myself."

Who's making money these days?
Well, if you put money into the
stock market lately, you didn't.
But if you bought a few shares of
the Big East Conference, which is
impossible, you probably wouldn't
be doing whatever you're doing at
the moment.
For its sterling performance in the
Division I men's basketball national
championship last year, the Big
East was given $3.8 million in
revenues from the NCAA according
to The NCAA News.
The Ohio Valley Conference, of
which the university is a member,
took in more than $630,000 in
payments from the organization
Taking everything into consideration, last year was s great one for
the 0VC as two teams, Austin Peay
State University and Middle Tennessee State University, made it to
the national championship.
The university was not fortunate
enough to set an invitation, which
may be one of the world's greatest
unsolved mysteries.
According to the formula
prescribed by the OVC for fund
distribution, the conference office
got to keep $273,000.
Austin Peay pulled in a hefty
9130.000 by advancing to the tournament's second round while Middle made $40,000. The Bkie Raiders
lost their first game.
The remaining seven OVC schools
were to receive around $27,300 from
tournament receipts.

■A^ j Bleacher
- i preacher
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Brent Risner
The real shock comes when looking at the revenues and expenditures of the NCAA.
More than $64 million is derived
from the national basketball championship, or 81.2 percent of all
revenues.
About $32 million of that was
divided among 253 of 290 member
institutions.
All other Division I championsnipe combated accounted for $5.6
million in revenues.
It doesn't take a mental giant to
figure out basketball is pretty important to the financial welfare of
collegiate sports.
This is especially true considering
the Division I women's cross country championship ran a deficit of
$81,000.
If you think Bob Barker's hair has
suddenly turned gray, just wait to
see the hair of Richard Schultz, the
new executive director of the
NCAA, if basketball bites the dust.

Two basketball scrimmages
set for Halloween night
Progress staff report
Basketball and Halloween
festivities will highlight the second
annual "Goodies, Goblins and
Ghosts Night" beginning Saturday
at 5 p.m. following the university's
football game.
Treats wil be handed out at the
door.
At 5:30 p.m. Max Good's 1987-88
basketball team will hold an intrasquad scrimmage as will George

Cox's women's team at 6:30 p.m.
A haunted house presented by the
Division of Intramural Sports Programs will open in the auxiliary gym
of the Alumni Coliseum at 7 p.m.
Admission is tl for children and
adults.
"Goodies, Goblins and Ghosts
Night" will also have appearances
by Ronald McDonald, Frisch's Big
Boy and the Autumn Family
Steakhouse Squirrel to greet
children in attendance
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Drunken woman leaves impressions
A few weekends ago, out of
total darkness came a newlyA1 though I have great compassion for her, I feel Vanessa's
story is worthy of telling.
However, due to her frame of
mind, she probably won't ever
remember even talking to me or
my friends that weekend in
Laajajajpajj
It was almost 12:46 am. when
we heard some loud noises in the
parking lot. We all got up in fear
that oar cars were being
vandalized.
When we opened up the door,
we saw an old cab driver trying
to help someone out of the
backseat.
The driver had a bad leg and
was having problems with the
He told us what bar she came
from and that a bouncer had
poured her into the backseat.
He asked if we could help him.
Marty volunteered to help this
inebriated woman up the steps to
her apartment.
Marty practically had to carry
the woman up the two flights of
steps to her apartment.
However, she did not have her
keys, and claimed that her room-

Flash in the pan

Phil Bowling
mate would be home shortly.
What should we do with her
until her roommate arrived?
Should we go back inside and
pretend that we never saw her?
What if she got loud and
disorderly and someone called
the cops?
Marty feared that if she were
not mealed, she might stagger
and f al down the steps.
We brought the woman inside
my friends' apartment, sat her in
a chair and began trying to find
out who she waa and when her
roommate would be home.
However, the woman sat in a
near-comatose state and only
remembered her apartment
number.
My friends '■"g***^ at me
because they said I looked and
sounded like a therapist.
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"Ma'am." I said. "If you help
us, than we can help you get into your apartment. What is your
name?"
"I don't know - You tall me."
the woman said.
Her speech waa so shirred, it
took a few seconds for it to
register what she had said.
The remark took us by such
surprise that we al laughed I
quieted my friends and asked her
what bar name waa, again.
She tilted her head in our direction and tried to focus on the
room. Then she raised her arm
and bar middle finger and said
the traditional phrase.
Although her speech seemed to
be getting worse, she got the
She didn't want to be bothered
— or I wiped
The fact that she was sitting in
a strange apartment with five
college-age male strangers didn't
keep her from passing out.
This gave us some time to plan
our strategy.
Sitting neat to bar, I began
observing her appearance. She
looked hke a young woman - early 30a. Her hair waa long, black
and fashionably permed.
She was wearing a silk blouse
and Lie Claibome matching
jacket and Macks.
Occasionally, the scant of bar
Poison cologne wafted through
the air.
The left knee had been torn in
the slacks whan she fell in the
parking lot of the bar.
With the clothes and the cologne, it waa obvious she had
good taste or lots of money. Or
both
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Sweats and More

She later revealed that she was
a loan officer for a Lexington
bank.
Since she wouldn't tell us her
name, we decided to look in her
purse.
Marty found a driver's license
easily and announced that her
name is Vanessa and she is 29
years old!
While one of the guys waa
making an attempt to call the bar
from which she had come, she
began talking loudly.
The conversation waa taken to
a bedroom phone down the halL
In the process. I waa left alone
to care for Vanessa. She was
becoming frustrated with being
in a strange environment.
I waa now standing in front of
Vanessa, restraining her in the
chair.
"I wanna go to bed," she said
"We are trying to gat your
keys and then you can go home,''
I said.
Suddenly, she made a MBsas
advancement and said "I wanna
go to bed now!"
After suffering from the initial
shock, I removed bar hand from
my body and politely told bar
that she was drunk and didn't
realize what she was doing or
saying.
I called out for my friends to
coma to my rescue. J.D. and
Mike returned to the living room
and laughed when they saw
Vanessa kissing my ear and
neck.
Through Vanessa's address
book we found her roommate's
name was Rebecca and after attempts to page her at the bar fail
ed. Marty and Eddie called the
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cab company and eventually the
police station.
While they were busy making
phone calls, wa had the ex
perience of taking Vanessa to the
bathroom. While we ware only
about two feat from the
bathroom door, Vanessa lost control of her bladder.
Marty and Eddie discovered
that Vanessa had been arrested
earlier this month for drunken
driving.
Andrea and Blame, the next
door neighbors stopped by about
2:30 a.m. and helped us with
Vaneess.
Andrea called apartment
security for a spare key to
Vanessa's apartment. However,
Vanseso had only lived there for
a week and hadn't signed the

We finally located the room, mate at her boyfriend's boms at
3:46 a.m. Now we had to call
security again.
We were finally able to get
Vaneess into her apartment at
3:65 a.m.
Since this occurred, my friends
have seen Vanessa on occasion.
However, she doesn't realits who
they are and that she should
recognize them.
Although society tends to
laugh at drunks, my friends and
I had become disgusted at how
this woman had allowed herself
to act.
We also worried about what
could have, and possibly has,
happened to bar das to her excessive drinking.
I think our brief meeting with
Vanessa gave each of us a completely different outlook on
alcohoikm
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Sboebq^
80S Eastern By-Pass
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more than just sweats!

PUMPKIN PICK
Come to Sweat Rack and Shoebox now thru
"Halloween" and pick a treat from our prize
pumpkin. Values range from 10% off to 50% off
{Sweat Rack
J623 - 3599

Winner's Circle Plaza
Boggs Lane and Eastern By-pass Rd.
Hours
Monday - Saturday 10-9
Sunday 1-6

Shoebox
623-7463
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Classes stress alternatives for abusers
By Delinda Douglas
Staff writer

Most university students have
beard the tragic story of I-en
Bias.
Or the incident of the student
who unmeaningly consumed an
excessive amount of alcohol.
In an age where such stories
make the headlines of the
newspapers almost every day, it
is hard to believe that courses in
substance abuse prevention have
been offered at the university for
a number of years.
But according to Merita L.
Thompson, professor of health
education,
undergraduate
courses in substance abuse
prevention have been listed in
the schedule books periodically
since the late 1960s.
One of the courses, titled
"Alcohol and Alcoholism," usually has a large enrollment in it, according to Thompson.
The class has two goals, she
said. The first is to "give professionals in fields like social work,
nursing, education, background
working with others who have
alcohol problems," she said.
The second objective is to work
with those students who have a
personal interest in the subject of
alcohol and alcoholism, whether
it be the student's family
member or other close relative, or

>"■"■"'

Merita Thompson
the student's parent is alcoholic
and the student is seeking help
for himself.
"A large percent of the people
take it just to learn about it,"
Thompson said.
The other undergraduate
course is titled "Drugs in the Individual Society."
It is taught by Dr. Les
Ramsdell and Tom H iggins this
semester and is sometimes
taught by Don Calitri. all of the
health education department.
Thompson said Calitri and
Ramsdell have taught drug

abuse prevention courses for 15
years or more.
She said Higgins works at the
Federal Bureau of Investigators
and is a main leader in the National Collegiate Athletics
Association and its program
against drug abuse by athletes.
"It is an informational class
about all the different types of
drugs, cocaine, alcohol, over-thecounter drugs and all drugs of
abuse," said Thompson.
She said mostly students in the
health and social work fields take
the course.
One 700-level graduate course,
which has been offered at the
university since the 1970s, is a
drug informational class, Thompson said.
She said it is more of a step up
from the undergraduate class in
drug information.
She said the discussions are
more in-depth and focus on
issues around drug abuse
prevention.
An 800-level graduate course
that has been offered only in the
last decade is titled "Drug Abuse
Prevention."
"It is mostly designed for
teachers and community health
workers who are trying to look at
prevention on a wider scale,"
Thompson said.
She said the class discusses
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strategies within the community,
such as the high school "Project
Graduation" campaign, as alternatives to drugs and drug abuse.
The class further discusses
programs for building selfesteem, life skills and adaptation.
Thompson said there are no
prerequisites to taking the
courses.
She said she has taught each of
the courses at one time or
another in the last 20 years at the
university.
In addition, she is cochairperson of the statewide action group of Champions Against
Drugs. She said the group is a
leadership facet for all of the individual statewide programs of
Champions.
"We look on the state level at
what can be done (to prevent
drug abuse) on a broader sense,
while regional (groups) are looking more at what can be done
regionally," Thompson said.
One project the Champions
program has engaged in this year
is the sponsorship of a video contest among schools.
In the contest, individual
schools compete on the best
video that would contain an antidrug message.
Adolescents have been involved in statewide rallies to pledge
the fight against drugs, accor-
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ding Thompson.
"There's a lot of effort to get
the information out to the public
in general. There is a lot of public
awareness being done," she said.
Another project sponsored by
Champions is the Famous Ken
tuckian cards that children
across the state are collecting.
Thompson said it is something
like collecting baseball cards.
' 'The kids who collect them all
at the end of this year are eligible for a drawing where one can
win an away trip with their
favorite team, like a UK (University of Kentucky) basketball
team," she said.
Thompson said anyone can
become involved in Champions.
Anyone interested can call
1-800-432-9337, toll free, and can
reach the regional leader for more
information
Anyone wishing for more information on drug abuse prevention
can call the same number.
"One of the exciting things
about this is the variety of people involved in this." Thompson
said.
She said the variety existed in
the membership roster of the
president of Kentucky Education
Associaton. the vice president of
Ashland Oil, leading executives
in statewide businesses and
others.
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VIRGIL MCWHORTER
For City Commission
•a graduate of EKU
•captain of the basketball
team for two years
•member of track team
•Century Club member
•I will be your representative
at city ball
Students,
I will assure you that I will do my utmost to
stop HARASSMENT of you by any city agency.
I sincerely would appreciate your vote.

Pull Lever 20-C

"Fringe"
Available in Black,
Grey and White

Fashionable fringed boots by Armadillos. For kicking up
your heels...or just hanging around, these great-looking
boots will make you stand out. and they come in a variety
of colors and sizes. For great-looking boots that are at
the top of fashion, look for Armadillos fashionable boots.

NewWayBoot

Bluegrcm Village oH Exit 90,1-75
Richmond

623-7938
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Committee promotes abuse awareness
By Phil Bowling
Insights editor
When dealing with a subject as
serious as substance abuse, the
biggest stumbling block is
deciding where to begin. Dan
Bertsos said.
Bertsos. along with 11 other
people within the campus community, is serving on the university's
Substance
Abuse
Committee.
The group is comprised of administrators, instructors and
students.
According to Bertsos, there
were so many directions for the
group to study, that nothing was
being accomplished
"We ended up spinning our
wheels for a while,'" he said.
The first committee was formed on campus in 1980, Bertsos
said. "At this time it was
predominantly resident staff
members."
During the first year, the committee was comprised of John
and Judy Davenport, Ken
Hemschmidt and Beverly
McMain.
"Those four people who formed the committee stayed with it
for a year." he said. "However,
trying to get funding and
assistance at that time became
very frustrating."
Although no budget was
allocated, these four worked
together and conducted a survey
on campus.

However, at the end of the
year, seme members of the group
left the university and the program ceased until 1984.
According to Bertsos, the
Council for Student Affairs
reorganized the committee in early 1984
Once again, the lack of funds
was a problem, according to
Bertsos.
"At this time, these people
began to involve more interested
parties such as students and
faculty," Bertsos said.
A follow-up survey was conducted four years later to determine if the habits of students had
changed much since the last
study and also to compare the
university's results with a national average.
According to Bertsos, the
results of the survey found that
five percent of those polled
reported themselves as having a
drinking problem.
Those who drink and might be
considered to have a drinking
problem came to 10 percent.
"Then you have the midrange
group that reportedly drinks
once in a while, but doesn't indicate any problems," Bertsos
said.
On the opposite end of the
scale, there were 5 percent of
those polled reporting they abstained from drinking for at least
the past calendar year.
"There were 86 percent of the

people reporting that they have
had a drink," Bertsos said.
"However, this figure ranges
from those who had wine with
communion in church to those
who drink every day.
"These statistics are very
similar to those at other universities." Bertsos said.
"I think there are a lot of folks
who exercise good judgement
when drinkxig." he said.
. However, it is the unreported
problem drinker who needs to be
dealt with, Bertsos said.
This is where the Substance
Abuse Committee comes into the
picture, he said.
"The program was first funded two years ago as Dr. Punderburk became president," he said.
"We had a $3,000 budget to work
with in the committee."
This money in the past has
gone toward awareness projects
such as Project Pickle.
This project was kicked off in
1985 with a series of green
posters distributed around
campus.
There were five posters in the
series and a new one was
distributed weekly. Each poster
dealt with the problem of
alcoholism, but paralleled it to an
imaginary addiction to pickles.
This year a large portion of the
budget is being spent toward the
creation of a campus awareness
week.
In participation with the Na-

tional Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week held Oct. 17-24.
the university held a week of
events.
"This year the program will
probably prove to be our
strongest since we finally found
some of the contacts needed to
do this type of program," Bertsos said. This is the first year the
committee has scheduled a week
of events.
Some of the events held last
week included a talk by former
University of Kentucky basketball player Charles Hurt, a panel
discussion on bars and drinking,
an observational program on
drinking and daily awareness
quizzes.
The observation program was
held Oct. 20 in Martin Hall. The
program was conducted by the
Kentucky State Police and involved having two people drink
to a state of drunkenness and
periodically testing their motor
skills.
According to Bertsos, the
turnout for the events was low.
"Participation has not been as
good as we hoped," Bertsos said.
"However, I don't think it was
too bad for the first time with
this type of program.
"I think the people who came
to the different meetings were
surprised with the format and

went away learning a little."
According to Bertsos, there are
three manners in which universities look at the problem of
substance abuse.
The first style used by some institutions is to do nothing at all
and completely ignore the
problems.
The second option is to have a
committee similar to the university's and to plan events and
work on one major program.
Other universities become
more heavily involved in dealing
with the problems and have
established a full-' ime substance
abuse program.
"They do alot of the things we
are doing for this week, but are
doing more programs through
the year," Bertsos said.
Another program the committee is looking at is titled, "Party
Sensibly."
"This is a dry campus and
students shouldn't be drinking,"
Bertsos said. "On the other hand,
students on this campus do drink
and we need to be realistic."
According to Bertsos, this program is designed to deal with
those students who currently
drink and consider themselves to
be social drinkers.
"If they choose to drink, then
they need to do so in a sensible
fashion." Bertsos said.

Arrest proves costly for student's budget
By Sheri Sparks
p.
»» writer
.■»...
Staff
For Bridgit it wasn't the
best Friday to go to dime
draft. If she had done
something else that night she
may have been spared what
she said was a lot of grief.
Bridgit's story is one told
by many university students.
She was picked up for driving
under the influenence. Little
did she know that this would
be her most expensive night
downtown.
Spending her Friday night
like many university students
do. Bridgit, a 20-year-old
sophomore, had gone to dime
draft and was taking a friend
home when she saw the
flashing lights in her rearview
mirror.
"I don't remember driving.
The first thing I remember
was the lights in the mirror,"
Bridgit said.
"I remember the cop getting out of his car and asking
me if I'd been drinking. He
said I swerved and almost hit
another car. I didn't
remember seeing another
car, "Bridgit said.

The next thing Bridgit

,remembered
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sobriety tests.
"I took all the tests and failed them pretty badly. The cop
told me he had to take me to
jail," Bridgit said.
When Bridgit arrived at the
jail, she took a breathlizer test
that recorded her bloodalcohol level at .20 percent.
After the test, she was officially booked and was lodged at the jail until 3:00 a.m..
which was the time the
pretrial juror was able to get
there and decide if she should
be allowed to leave.
"The time I spent in jail was
pretty scary. Some of the people in there had done things a
lot worse than receive DUIs.
Needless to say. I was happy
when the pretrial juror gave
me a form with my trial date
on it and released me on my
own recognizance," Bridgit
said.
Bridgit was offered the option of an attorney, but decided not to bother with the added expense.
"I decided it wouldn't do me
any good because I knew I

Jt*

"I think l was very
lucky because I
didn't kill or hurt
anyone."
- Bridgit
was up a creek. I pleaded guilty and got the minimum fine.
$450, nine hours of drunk
driving school and my license
revoked for 30 days," Bridgit
said.
"Everyone was pretty nice
to me. They told me I could
pay the fine in installments if
I couldn't pay everything
back at once." Bridgit said.
After completing nine hours
of school and paying her fine.
Bridgit had to take her written driver's test over. This
was the only way she could
get her license back.
"It's a bad price to pay, but
it could have been a lot worse.
I think I was very lucky
because I didn't kill or hurt
anyone. It was hell, but I
learned my lesson," Bridgit
said.
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How alcohol impairs
driving ability
Body
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Weight

Number of Drinks

6 7 8
6 7 8

100

1

2

3* 4 5

120

1

2

3 4

140

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

8

160

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

8

180

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

8

200

1

2

3 4 5 6

7

8

220

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

8

240

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

8

Possible mild
impairment
BAC to 0.05%

Driving impaired
BAC 0.05 to .09%

5

Intoxicated BAC 10%
or more

Progress graphics/Trish Payne

One drink is defined as 1.25 ounces of liquor,
12 ounces of beer or 5 ounces of wine.
Information tor this chart was provided by the National Association
of Chiefs of Police.
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SAE
offers
program
Progress staff report
Although the sanctions were
removed last April the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity plans to
continue
their
Alcohol
Awareness Program.
After the alcohol-related death
of Michael Dailey occurred
March 7. 1986 at the SAE house,
the fraternity was placed on a
year-long probation.
The probation called for the
fraternity to perform an
awareness program to the Greek
community on campus and to
anyone requesting the program.
According to Jeff Perkins,
former president of the fraternity, the group has conducted the
program once this semester and
plans to continue it upon request
by clubs or organizations.
"We were asked to do the program for the Sigma Chi Providence Convention," Perkins
said. The convention was held on
campus Oct. 10.
According to Perkins, the
fraternity performed the program 35-40 times last year.
"In doing the programs, the
men naturally learned that
alcohol is potentially dangerous
and that realization can't help
but change attitudes at parties
and social functions," Perkins,

Many students look towards substance use in a trivial manner.

Progress photo/Charlie Boiton

said.

What are the facts on alcohol abuse?
The following questions are provided to test general
knowledge concerning alcohol abuse. These questions were
created by the university's Substance Abuse Committee. The
correct answers to these true-false statements are provided
below.

1. The same amount of alcohol produces the same effect
in all individuals.
2. The rate of processing alcohol for elimination from the
body is the same for everyone (V« of an ounce per hour).
3. A black out' is the same as being unconscious.
4. Unless you drink an excessive amount of alcohol every
day, you do not have a problem with alcohol.
5. Babies can be born with an addiction to alcohol.
6. Alcohol drinking by children can retard development.
7. Anyone who drinks at all is likely to become an alcoholic
person.
8. It is risky to drive a car immediately after having a
drink.
9. There are certain symptoms to warn people that their
drinking may lead to alcoholism.
10. You should wait at leasttfiree hours after drinking two
highballs to insure safe driving skills.
11. The highest proportion of drinking problems is among
young men in their early twenties.
12. I )rinkingrelated accidents are a leading cause of death
among college students.
13. Alcohol will help you to be sociable.
14. In general, a larger person can drink more.
15. One drink cannot make you drunk.
16. It is easier to get drunk on a warm drink than a cold one.
17. There is no way to drink a lot without getting drunk.

18. Other than a temporary reduction in the ability to perform sexually, alcohol has no effect on sexual behavior.
19. You can safely drink if your blood alcohol concentration is lees than 10 percent.
20. You get more drunk by switching drinks than by taking the same amount of alcohol in one form, such as
bourbon.
21. Drunkenness and alcoholism are the same thing.
22. A person can die of alcohol poisoning.
23. People who drink too much hurt only themselves.
24. When you drink an alcoholic beverage. 20 percent of
the alcohol is absorbed immediately in the bloodstream.
25. You'll get more drunk on vodka, gin or rum than on
the same amount of whiskey.
26. Alcohol can produce a loss of consciousness.
27. Alcoholism is a mental problem.
28. Our senses are turned on by alcohol.
29. Nine million people in the U.S. are estimated to be
alcoholics or problem drinkers.
30. A good host never allows a guest's glass get empty.
31. Alcoholic substances are considered food.
32. In the body, alcohol is digested in the same process as
food.
33. In the body, alcohol is burned up in the same process
as food.
34. Alcoholic beverages can be fattening.
35. All alcoholic beverages are equally strong.
36. Switching drinks will make you more drunk than staying with one kind of alcoholic beverages.
37. Liquor taken straight will affect you faster than liquor
mixed with water or soda.

38. Alcohol in any quantity will damage organs in the
human body.
39. You can sober up quickly by drinking black coffee and
dousing your head with cold water.
40. People drink only because they want to drink.
41. Because it is a stimulant, alcohol tends to pep a person
up.
42. The desire for alcohol can be inherited.
43. Drinking is a sexual stimulant.
44. Taking several drinks before bedtime assures a good
restful night's sleep.
45. Half of all homicides and one-third of all suicides are
alcohol related.
46. You do not get as drunk on beer as by drinking the same
amount of alcohol in the form of wine or mixed drinks.
47. Alcohol will help to warm the body against cold
temperatures.
48. Drinking-related accidents are a leading cause of death
among college students.
49. The alcohol content of a 12 ounce glass of beer, a five
ounce glass of wine and a cocktail with 1.5 ounce of 86 proof
liquor is approximately the same.
50. Nine million people in the U.S. are estimated to b?
alcoholics or problem drinkers.
ANSWERS: 1. F 2. F 3. F 4. F 5. T 6. T
T 10. T II. T 12. T 13. T 14. T 15. F 16.
F 19. F 20. F 21. F 22. T 23. F 24. T 25.
F 28. F 29. T 30. F 31. T 32. F 33. T 34.
F 37. T 38. F 39. F 40. F 41. F 42. T 43.
T 46. T 47. F 48. T 49. T 50. T.

7.
F
F
T
F

F 8. T 9.
17. F 18.
26. T 27.
35. F 36.
44. F 45.
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Juvenile

By Jane Singleton
Staff writer
Under the revised juvenile
code, if you are 17 years old and
are arrested for alcohol intoxication, you won't have to go to the
county jail.
If you are 17 and arrested for
driving under the influence, you
will go to the county jail possibly lodged in a cell.
The thrust behind the revisions
to the juvenile code effective July
1, 1987. is a provision for alternatives to courts and jails for offenders who are 17 and younger.
However, these alternatives do
not apply if you drink and drive.
The revised code does not
apply to the majority of university students because most of
them are 18, and at 18, they will
be processed as adults.
But for freshmen learning to
handle new farms of freedom, the
revisions are significant.
One of the major provisions of
the new Unified Juvenile Code is
the establishment of a Court
Designated Worker program.
Susan Lewis is one of two participants in this program for
Madison County. She is on call
24 hours a day, seven days a
week.
Lewis said the CDWs are not
there to excuse juvenile offenders, but to see that justice is
done and that the juvenile offender is taken care of in the
process.
Lewis handles the intake process for juveniles who have
status, public or youthful offense
actions brought against them.
A status offender has committed an act, which if committed by
an adult would not be a crime.
This category includes runaways, truants, out-of-controls,
and generally would not apply to
college-age students.
A public offender has broken
the law and has committed an act
that would be considered a crime
if committed by an adult.
The youthful offender category
includes the more serious public
offenses.
University juvenile offenders
have usually broken the law by
alcohol intoxication, minor
possession of alcohol, or some
related type of offense and would
usually be in the public offender
category, Lewis said.
Before the revisions, any student arrested for alcohol intoxication was taken to the county
jail.
Now, if a juvenile student is
taken into custody, he will be
taken by the arresting officer
(campus, city, county or state) to
that officer's agency.
The officer will either release
the juvenile to his parents or contact a CDW.
The CDW may release the

• It

revisions clarify law
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Alcohol is often involved in juvenile offenses.
juvenile to a custodial person
other than the parent, or, if the
juvenile meets criteria that determine he should be detained, the
CDW notifies the juvenile court
judge.
Detention criteria include a
past record or a serious current
offense.
The judge will determine
whether to release or to detain.
Judge Julia Hylton Adams
said she has detained very few
university students for any
reason under the juvenile laws.
"We have freshmen who get
drunk, and end up in the system,
but they have not been a major
problem They are not the kind
of juveniles I need to detain, "she
If the judge does decide to detain the offender until a hearing
can be scheduled, the offender is
taken to the nearest detention
facility that meets the requirements of the revised code.

"Our main purpose is
not to punish, but to
^show the offender that
non-alcoholic forms of
entertainment are
available."
- Susan Lewis
Detention facilities are classed
as either secure or non-secure,
and the individual situation
determines which type will be
used.
A non-secure facility allows access to the surrounding com-

munity and does not physically
restrict the occupants. A secure
facility does restrict freedom.
A detention hearing must be
held within 72 hours of detention.
exclusive of holidays and
weekends.
If a juvenile is detained on a
Thursday night, he doesn't have
to be seen until Monday morning, Lewis said.
If a release rather than a detention waa the decision, the
juvenile is scheduled for a
preliminary inquiry hearing and
meets with the CDW.
A decision is made to either
proceed formally into court or to
proceed informally within the
confines of the CDW's
reeponajbilioea.
If an informal approach is
taken, the CDW will ask the
juvenile to sign a diversion agreement, a plan of action created to
fit the offender's situation.
The term of a diversion agreement can be as long as six
months and can require the offender to perform community
service work and to make restitution for property damage.
"We feel there is a possibility
the 17-year-old freshman has not
been exposed to any forms of
entertainment other than those
involving drinking. Our main
purpose is not to punish, but to
show the offender that nonalcoholic forma of entertainment
an availabte It is an excellent
diversion.
"The 17-year-old college student is learning to cope with a
new freedom We try to point out

that the offenders have made
some poor decisions," Lewis said.
She added that CDWa point
out to the juvenile offenders that
their responsibilities are changing, and they won't be treated
the same way after they turn 18.
If the terms of the diversion
agreement are met, the charges
are dismissed. The only record
will be in the CDW's office.
"That is a big benefit to a college student who is looking forward to a career and wants to be
able to say he doesn't have a formal record," Lewis said.
If the offender does not fulfill
the terms of the diversion agreement, a petition may be filed to
take the charges into formal
court, and the result could be a
variety of penalties and a formal
juvenile court record.
The records of a juvenile are
considered dosed and confidential They are accessible to appropriate officials, but not
useable in another court case.
"But it does establish the existence of a record," Lewis said.
"On moat job applications, the
applicant must state whether or
not he has ever been arrested or
convicted of a crime and if so,
must explain. That puts the applicant in a tough situation.

"If you get drunk at
any age, it is illegal."
- Susan Lewis
"Keeping that situation from
ever occurring is the easiest
course of events. A person who
has had to go before a judge will
never again look at things in the
same way," Lewis said.
"Driving offenses are an entirely different standard," Adams
said. "Anyone over 16 years old
who commits a driving offense
for which he has been detained is
treated as an adult and can be detained in the county jaiL I have
detained any number of Eastern
students under DUI.
"These offenders are entitled
to bail, but there is nothing exceptional about the way juvenile
drivers are treated in terms of
pre-trial release," Adams said.
Lewis said she has been
mistakenly called in on DUI
cases involving 16- and 17-yearolds. When she discovers the error, she has them taken to jail.
There is nothing she can do.
"It (the county jail) is not a
pleasant place. I would encourage anyone who enjoys
drinking too much to go take a
tour," Lewis said.
"There is a bold ine between
what is legal and what is not,"
Lewis said. "If you are under 21
and drink, it is illegal If you get
drunk at any age, it is illegal.
That is the main issue that

should be addressed on any campus."
Adams said drinking itself is
not an earth-shattering problem.
The problem with alcohol on
campus or in the community, is
that what appears to be a funoriented activity can become
career-threatening,
lifethreatening, life-style threatening, she said
Kentucky's revised juvenile
code is intended to redirect
threatening behavior.
"Kentucky is a leader in the
juvenile justice field. They are
very innovative and far ahead of
most states.
"There are a thousand things
in the code that are excellent, but
a few that need to be altered,"
Lewis said.
The biggest problem in implementing the new code has
been access to qualified detention
facilities, Lewis said.
There are only three faculties
in the state approved by
Frankfort as secure juvenile
detention facilities.
Only two of those are available
for Madison County use.
For non-secure detention, the
Gateway Juvenile Center in
Mount Sterling qualifies and is
used by Madison County.
Tranaportion and use expenses
must be paid by the courts.
Separate sight and sound from
adult prisoners, separate
buildings and separate staff from
adult facilities are the requirements for juvenile housing
under the new code.
Lewis said there is a possibility that attempts will be made to
alter the law to allow a common
roof and some common staff. A
change would require legislative
action.
Joan Perry, deputy county
judge executive, said the plans
for the new Madison County jail
do not meat the standards of the
new juvenile code.
The plans call for some shared
staff and common dining
facilities with adult prisoners.
There is not enough money for
facilities that would meet the
standards, Perry said, yet
Madison County is required by
law to maintain juvenile
facilities.
Perry said the juvenile code
was not funded by the legislature
several years ago, but waa badly
needed and waa reinstated.
"Ninety-five percent of the
code is good," Perry said. "Some
officials are afraid to question it
for fear of losing it all."
If the law is altered aa Lewis
hopes, the 16-bed juvenile section
planned for the new Madison
County jail could qualifyNewly completed facilities in
Montgomery County would also
be available for Madison County
use, if the standards are altered.
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Substance abuse counseling offered
By Jut Singleton
Staff Writer
"It's a tough world out there,"
Calvin Tolar of the university's
counseling center said. "And this
campus is just shout like any
other - students have problems.
This university sees fit to put
some professionals here to help
as much as possible."
One-half of the activities at
EUendale Hall are geared toward
helping students make decisions
about majors and occupations.
The other half of EUendale activities is involved with personal
problems and therapy concerns.
It is within this range of work
that help for substance abuse is
offered.
Tolar said some students think
their problems aren't big enough
or significant enough to bring to
EUendale, and there is a stigma
attached to counseling services.
"Students do avail themselves
of our services more than they
used to, but there is stttl s little
bit of a problem there. They don't
like to walk into a place that has
a reputation of being a place
where crazy people go," Tolar
said.
Tolar discussed two of the
center's programs designed to
help students deal with
substance
abuse relsted
problems.
The offenders program was
designed for people who have
violated a campus regulation or
a city law, and are apprehended
by either city police, campus
police, or by any of the officials
on campus.
When anyone gets picked up
downtown for public drunken

The programs offered at EUendale indicate that alcohol is a bigger problem at the university
than other drugs.
"We are in the middle of an
ares where there are 20 - 25 bars
within blocks of here. Almost
every night there is s stampede
to these bars.
"Don't get me wrong -1 don't
have anything against drinking.
I do have a lot of reservations
shout problem drinking though
- about abusive drinking. And a
lot of students do that. There are
a lot of students who get into
trouble," Tolar said

Calvin Tolar

When asked if he tries to point
out when s student may be making the transition from a social
drinker to an abusive drinker,
Tolar said the group doesn't get
into too much of thst.

ness, both students and nonstudents, the center cooperates
with the city judge.
If the judge sees fit, be wiU require that person to participate
in the offenders program rather
than go through the usual
punitive measures, Tolar said.
"We know we are dealing with
a captive audience in these situations and we have been hesitant
to do that in the past.
"We have resisted working
with people on thst basis,
because traditionaly it is difficult to reach someone if they
are not here on their own, "Tolar
said.
"But we have to try some new
methods. I don't think much has
been working for people with
alcohol and drug abuse problems."
The offenders program deals
with information about the effects of alcohol abuse and involves experiences designed to
increase self-esteem.

"This is s didactic program,"
be said. "Wears concerned mainly with information sbout
alcohol, what it does to you and
some of the dangers involved"

"Anybody we see is
on a confidential
basis."
- Calvin Tolar
Tolar said the abusers are causing their own problems, and he is
going to try to get them to see
thst. But this part of the program only lasts two hours.
Approximately four hours of
the program is devoted to some
self-esteem raising kinds of
experiences.
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"I don't know yet bow it is going to work. I expect plenty of
people. The list has been building
since the first of the semester."
Tolar wiU report the names of
those participating and completing the programs to the
disciplinary committee or the
courts.
"Anybody we see is on a confidential basis," Tolar said. "We
are governed in thst way by the
law as well as by policy on campus.
"We do a variety of types of
therapies. We aU have our different orientations. We are very
similar in some ways, very different in others."
Almost all personal problem
counseling is dons in an individual basis, but there is s
substance abuse support group.
"I don't know how much good
I am doing in this group," Tolar
said "I have some very serious
reservations about it.
"AU I want to do ■ this group
is give people who have signifi
cant substance abuse problems a
place to come and talk. That's
aU.
"I listen.'' Tolar said. "I don't
judge. I care sbout these people."
If a student gets addicted to s
drug, there is obviously a
psychological component to the
problem, Tolar said.
"But I think a person who
takes unusually high risks with
his or her life is in trouble personally, basically at a self-esteem
level," he said.
Tolar hopes the support group
will grow and eventually become
an on-campus Alcoholics
Anonymous group.

There is evidence to indicate
that AA is more successful in *
dealing with alcohol problems
than any therapist will ever be,
Tolar said.

"What I hope right
now is that I'm not
supporting their habit
by supporting them
emotionally."
- Calvin Tolar
"They (AA) know how to get
people off booze. And to be
perfectly frank, I don't know how
they do it.
"I don't think they help the
abusers in a lot of other ways,
but they are proven to be successful in getting them off
booze," Tolar said.
"Maybe we are in the embryonic stages now, but what I
want to do is have some kind of
group, maybe housed right here,
that is led by students who support people with substance abuse
problems," Tolar said.
Currently, the support group is
small - three people - and patience is s large part of building
the program, he said
The center offered the first session Oct. 14.
"What I hope right now is thst
I'm not supporting their habit by
supporting them emotionally,"
Tolar said.
According to Tolar, he waivers
a little but keeps the basic belief
that caring, listening and trying
to understand will prove helpful.
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Alcohol named as most-abused drug

By H. In newt Probizanski
Staff writer
The drug of choice across the
university campus in the 1980s
isn't purchased in alleys, hard to
buy without knowing a dealer, or
even illegal, unless you're under
21.
Police officials on and off campus agree that the most widely
abused drug today is alcohol.
This isn't to say that there
aren't other drugs available.
Marijuana is still available to
those who use it. often with a
minimum of delay, as long as the
purchasers know the right people, according to several
students.
The same is true of cocaine,
although several students interviewed said there is often a
longer wait for it. and it is much
more difficult to acquire than
marijuana.
According to one source: "I
can get you marijuana in an hour,
cocaine in a few days, and
anything else as it comes
around."
According to State Trooper
Ron Wardrip of the Richmond
post, marijuana is second on the
list of commonly abused drugs

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Cocaine-related arrests remain low on campus.
and falls far short of alcohol
abuse in this area.
Cocaine use is increasing nationwide, according to Wardrip,
but as far as he is concerned
there has not been a significant
increase locally.
"Our narcotics officers can buy
cocaine easier now than they
once did." Wardrip said. "But

that's because It's become more
available, not more abused."
Wardrip still lists cocaine as
the third most commonly abused drug, a point that serves to
emphasize the magnitude with
which his branch of law enforcement views the alcohol problem.
"For the last year or two. 60-75
percent of all highway fatalities

were alcohol or drug related,"
Wardrip said.
According to Wardrip, during
March or April of this year Richmond saw the highest increase of
drunken driving offenses to date.
Campus security has also
reported a decrease in illegal
drug use, and lists alcohol as the
major problem with students.
"You'd have to be oblivious
not to see it," according to
Thomas Lindquist, director of
public safety. "Most of the arrests we make have an alcohol
relationship in one way or
another."
Campus security does run
across drugs on campus, said
Lindquist, but not as readily as
in the past.
"We just don't run into the
amount of drugs we saw 10 years
ago," Lindquist said.
According to Lindquist, most
illegal
drugs
are
used
clandestinely.
Marijuana for example, is
smoked more at private homes
and parties than out in the street
"About the only time we come
across marijuana is if someone
calls us and reports it, or at the
time of arrest for another offense." Lindquist said.
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Lindquist said many students
who are caught using marijuana
for the first time are directed to
the Student Affairs office, depending on the amount found.
"We make arrests every year,
but you'd have to go back several
years for the bigger arrests with
the greater quantity," Lindquist
said.
As far as the availability of illegal drugs on campus, Lindquist
said, "I'm sure they're available.
The question is how available?"
According to an anonymous
source, drugs are very available,
especially at this time of year
when marijuana has been
harvested.
The availablility of cocaine on
campus increases during the
winter and early spring as
holidays and vacations permit
users to travel to southern
states, primarily Florida.
Florida is a primary source for
cocaine, according to an informant, and although trips are
made throughout the year, it is
safer to travel when students go
south for Spring Break.
As for the university's most
abused drug, alcohol there seems
to be little danger of it losing its
place at the head of the list.
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